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By Cesarina Miceli and 
Theresa Ceveteilo 
News Editor and Staff Writer
Three months after the Vil­
lage ’s Grand Opening, frus­
trated Little Falls’ firefighters 
have responded to approxi­
mately 50 fire alarms, only one 
of which was an actual fire.
The University has taken 
action to correct the fire alarm 
system, but there has been 
miscommunication between 
the administration and the fire 
department.
According to MSU adminis­
tration, the fire alarm system 
functions properly, however it is 
too sensitive. Regina Sargent, 
Director of Residence Life, said, 
“We want the best state of the 
art system for the money we 
pa id ." However, Sargent is 
uncertain of the exact cost of 
the system.
Robert Ferrara, MSU's Fire 
Safety Com pliance Coordi­
nator, said, “t want to inform 
you that these are not false 
alarms.”
Ferrara said, “We had a prob­
lem with the fire alarm 
- system in 
the Vil-
m  !
STEVE M ILLER /TH E MONTCLARION
The Little Falls Fire Department responds to yet another fire alarm in the Village.
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läge when it first opened, 
and I have been working with 
Little Falls Fire Department on 
this. I had the program in the 
alarm system changed so that 
campus police can see what is 
happening with all the detec­
tors all the time.”
Ferrara said that there is a 
computer in the smoke detec­
tor with a range of zero to 100 per­
cent. The police monitor 
the system and respond °t?. 
to the Village when 
there is an increase in
um
range, even before the alarm 
sounds. The only time the 
alarm sounds is when the range 
reaches 100 percent, and the 
fire department responds.
According to Ed Pomponio, 
Little Falls’ Fire Chief, the Univer­
sity did not consult with the fire 
department before modifying 
the system.
Approximately 90 seconds 
after smoke 
detectors
B l
trace smoke, the Little Falls Fire 
Department responds. From 
Pomponio’s understanding, 
campus police is now respond­
ing to every fire alarm first, and 
then notifying the fire depart­
ment as they feel necessary. 
According to Pomponio, the 
implementation of this new 
system causes a huge delay,
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SGA Supreme Court 
Rules NROTC Bill As 
Unconstitutional
fea tu re
MSU Cheese Tasting
arts op in ion
Dreamy Paul Walker Chats Jacob V. Hudnut: “The
About New Movie Parking Manifesto”
police report 
campus calendar 
main editorial
Excessive Alarms Cause Chaos
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1 1 /4 /0 3  - The MSU EMS 
and Paramedics units 
responded to Blanton 
Hall on a medical call.
A male resident had 
taken medication which 
made him feel sluggish 
and his speech was 
slurred. The victim 
was taken to the 
Mountainside Hospital.
1 1 /3 /0 3  - Jacob S .
Beitz, 21, Flemington, 
was charged with 
assault and disorderly 
conduct, and is 
awaiting a court date 
in the Little Falls 
Municipal Court.
1 1 /2 /0 3  - Jared M. 
Porter, 22, New Milford, 
was charged with CDS and 
under the influence and 
is awaiting a court date 
in the Clifton Municipal 
Court.
1 0 /3 1 /0 3  - Armand Rigual,
20, Union City,Piero 
Peronadavilla, 23, Union 
City,Samael Martinez,20, 
Union City, Eusebio L. 
Rodriguez, -20, West New 
York, and Luis Esquilin,
21, Millville, were 
charged with possession 
of CDS and distribution 
of CDS and are awaiting a 
court date in the Little 
Falls Municipal Court.
1 0 /3 1 /0 3  - Officers 
responded to Fenwick 
Hall on an activated 
fire alarm. Food left 
unattended caused a 
smokey condtion, 
activating the fire alarm.
1 0 /3 0 /0 3  - Rami Ratel,
24, Bloomfield and Bulent 
Deniz, 24, South River, 
were charged with 
disorderly conduct and 
are awaiting a court 
date in the Little Falls 
Municipal Court.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station from 
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls 
are strictly confidential.
Youth No Bar to  Leading W arren C ollege 
Warren County Community College officials said the school will 
soon be home to the youngest public college president ever in 
the state of New Jersey. The Warren County College Board of 
Trustees unanimously voted last night to appoint William Austin,
33, a former teacher and college administrator, as college 
president. The board conducted the vote last night after a  brief 
executive session and without public comment. “Dr. Will Austin's 
proactive attitude and strategic vision for the future of the college 
matched the board of trustees' goals and direction better than 
any other candidate,” said board chairman John McCann, calling 
the decision historic because of Austin’s age.
W hat W as OK Years Ago Now G ets Sunk 
M ore than 2 0  years ago, a developer transformed 130 acres 
of wooded wetlands into a concrete, steel and glass office 
park with the blessing of Morris Township and the state. Trees 
were cleared. Marshes were filled. Springs and tributaries were 
covered, environmentalist say. Two buildings were constructed, a 
third followed, and the idea of a fourth was floated. This year, 
the developer asked for approval to build that fourth project, a 
100,400-square-foot office building and 15,000-square-foot day 
care center plus a parking facility on portions of those remaining 
48.6 acres on Southgate Parkway. But the township said no.
C om piled from  The Star Ledger b y  Beth O doardo
Do-Not-Call Lists Revives Door to  Door Sales  
Now that the national do-not-call list makes it impossible to 
reach millions of potential customers, some marketing companies 
are returning to an old-fashioned alternative: door-to-door 
salespeople. That puts Michael Mullen on marketing's new frontier. 
He knocks on doors in the Nashville area, makes his pitch and, 
in a good week, earns about 6 5 0  dollars selling discount coupon 
books. “When the lady of the house answers, I say, Tm sincere, 
ma’am, and if I weren't 100 percent sincere, I wouldn't be standing 
in front of you,”' Mullen said. “It's a numbers game. This is what I do 
six days a week from 11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.”
Blind Woman Suing F ertility  C linic  
A blind woman is accusing a fertility clinic of discrimination, 
charging in a lawsuit that the clinic would not help her become a  
mother because of her disability. The case is unique and.a possible 
violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act, said fertility law 
expert M ark Rothstein. “A doctor cannot refuse to do a procedure 
because a  woman is blind or place new conditions on continuing. 
treatments," said Rothstein, a professor at the University of Louisville 
Institute of Bioethics, Health, and Law. In her lawsuit, scheduled for 
trial Monday in federal court, Kijuana Chambers said the clinic ^ , 
performed three rounds of artificial insemination in 1999, then 
stopped when she refused to hire an occupational therapist to 
evaluate the safety of her home.
C om piled from  cnn.com b y  Beth O doardo
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academic representation in 
the student legislature was 
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A special appropriation was 
passed for the SGA’s winter 
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The Hellenic Student 
Organization received an 
initial charter.
President's cabinet released 
new SGA marketing 
campaign.
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Members of the Greek community gathered around SGA President Jacob 
V. Hudnut on Tuesday to witness the signing of a bill granting Class 
IV  organizations funding.
Bill Signed Funding 
Greek Community
By Alana I. Capria 
StaffWriter
Members of the Greek and Social 
Fellowship Com­
munity gathered
President, Jacob V. Hudnut, stated 
that the signing was also rescheduled 
so as to promote the idea of Greek 
unity. "Over fifteen members of 
the Greek and Social Fellowship
By Lillian M. Aleman and 
Tom Hoskinson 
Managing and Production Editors
The SGA Supreme Court ruled 
the endorsement of the NROTC 
(Naval Reserve Officer Training 
Corporation) bill unconstitutional 
late last night. According to some 
though, this ruling could possibly 
have a domino e ffect on other 
organizations within the SGA.
The newly implemented two- 
year-old SGA Supreme Court system 
was asked to determine the consti­
tutionality of a bill for the first time by 
SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut.
“ It is my concern that the 
endorsement of an NROTC pro­
gram, as it is discriminatory against 
homosexuals, is in direct conflict 
with the Constitution of the SGA, 
our Certificate of Incorporation and 
the Students' Bill of Rights,” said 
Hudnut to Chief Justice Warren Eth 
in a memo dated Oct. 31. This was
in the SGA office 
on Tuesday to 
celebrate the 
signing of a bill 
that marked the 
first time .that 
any Class IV 
organization on 
campus has ever 
received financ­
ing directly from 
the SGA.
On Wednes­
day, Oct. 29, the 
SGA passed a 
bill that would 
establish an 
office supply line 
for the SGA’s 
Greek and Social 
Fellowship Orga­
nizations. The 
Greek and Social 
Fellowship is a 
class IV orga­
nization of the 
SGA and tradi­
tionally receives 
no funding from 
the association.
According to 
the SGA Advi­
sory regarding 
the “Historic step 
for [the] Greek 
Community,” the 
office supply will 
be the same as 
that used by 
Class II and III 
o rgan izations. 
The advisory 
goes on to say
Academy-Award Winning Actress Speaks atMSU
CHRIS PETERS/THE MONTCLARION
M SU s Dean of the School of the Arts, Geoffrey Newman, hosted an interview with Olympia 
Dukakis last Friday at 7 p.m. in the L. Howard Fox Theatre discussing her upcoming movie, 
book, and theatre project. The session was followed by questions and the signing of her memoir 
“Ask Me Again Tomorrow.”
that “the office supply line can be 
used for office supplies or promo­
tional items that are for events open 
to the entire campus
The bill was unable to be signed 
at the SGA meeting, but it was signed 
on Tuesday in the SGA o ffice  in 
the Student Center Annex. SGA
community came to support the 
legislation," Hudnut said. At the 
signing itself, nearly fifteen represen­
tatives o f the Greek community 
attended to watch as Hudnut signed 
the necessary papers.
Accordingto Kathleen Slane, the
SEE “SIGNING" ON P .5
two days after the SGA legislator 
voted in favor of the NROTC bill with 
an official count of 25-8.
After hearing oral arguments 
from the petitioner, Alfred Fatale III 
and respondent, Orlando Cabrera, 
the justices deemed the bill endors­
ing an NROTC program unconsti­
tutional due to excerpts from the 
Students’ Bill of Rights.
Each and every student at MSU is 
protected under the auspices of 
the ratified Students Bill of Rights, 
which makes certain that no person 
shall be discriminated against due to 
“creed, race, sex, sexual orientation, 
gender, [or] national origin." The 
ruling continues to state that, “ No 
campus organization has the right to 
deny anyone of admittance to their 
ranks based upon his or her sexual 
preference...this campus allows 
an individual to be themselves; be 
it Caucasian, African, American, 
Hispanic, homosexual, heterosexual 
or bisexual. The' NROTC infringes 
upon these rights, especially via 
doctrines such as “don’t ask don’t 
tell."
According to a memo sent to Eth 
and the other SGA Justices, Orlando 
Cabrera, SGA Legislator and author 
of the NROTC bill , the bill was 
not unconstitutional. Cabrera 
explains that 
the NROTC is 
an academ ic 
program that 
students must 
apply and be 
selected to; 
"the United 
States Armed 
Forces does 
not investigate 
an applicant 
for the .sole 
reason of 
determining an 
a p p l ic a n t ’ s 
sexual orienta­
tion; no appli­
cant will ever 
be asked if 
he/she is gay/ 
lesbian, and all 
students can 
apply into the 
program. Not 
all students are 
a c c e p t e d  
because of the 
caps on the 
number of 
students a 
school may 
have,” read 
the memo. 
During debate,
C a b r e r a 
pointed out 
that the NROTC 
is a state and 
academic pro­
gram, and if 
the NROTG is 
u n c o n s t i tu  - 
tional, then 
g o v e rn m e n t 
programs, such as Affirmative action, 
are also unconstitutional.
"Shielding the student body oven 
protects interest," said Cabrera.
“ I will continue to fight. I’m not 
here to discriminate against gays.
SEE “NROTC" ON P .5
SGA Supreme Court 
Rules NROTC Bill 
As Unconstitutional
TheMontdarion . November 13, 2003 News www.themontclarion.org
Phillip J. Lance 1983-2003
By Toni Trióla 
Feature Editor
Mass for Phillip J. Lance, 20, an 
MSU Student, was held on Wednes­
day Nov. 5 at 10 a.m. at the Presby­
terian Church on Watchung Avenue 
in Bloomfield, NJ. Lance died at 
home on the morning of Nov. 1,2003. 
The cause of death is still unknown. 
Born in Belleville, he lived his life in 
Bloomfield.
Lance was a junior history major 
at MSU, worked at Best Buy on Rte. 46 
and, as friends and family describe, 
a wonderful person to know. “ I never 
knew anyone who didn’t like Phil­
lip," said Reverend Ferguson of the 
Presbyterian Church on Watchung
Avenue.
Lance was a die-hard Giants and 
Yankees fan, a former mock-trial 
competitor and a good student.
"He was the greatest friend 
anyone could have," said friend 
Amy Cuzzolino, a current student at 
Rutgers University in New Brunswick.
The funeral home in charge of 
the services was SW Brown and Son 
funeral home on Centre Street in 
Nutley.
Lance is survived by his parents 
Carol and Greg Lance and was an 
only child.
“ I d idn't lose just a cousin that 
day, I lost the best friend I ever had." 
said cousin Brian McCrea. “Phil was 
like a brother to me and it feels like 
my heart has been torn apart.”
MSU Student Arrested
Charges Include Alleged Terroristic 
Threats, Harassment and Assault
A larm s
Continued from pg. 1
and the Little Falls Fire Department 
is not in favor.
Pomponio said, “We should be 
consulted before decisions are 
made concerning adjustments."
Volunteers make up 100 percent 
of the Little Falls Fire Department. 
According to Ray Klepar, MSU Gradu­
ate Student and Little Falls Firefighter, 
each time the alarms sound, up to 
100 fire fighters respond.
Klepar said, "I joined the fire 
departm ent to be a part of the 
community, but I'm beginning to 
grow weary of the extra burden MSU 
has placed on us volunteers.”
In a letter addressed to The Mont- 
clarion, Klepar asked for the support 
of students and faculty during fire 
alarms.
“ Please refrain from rude com­
ments and being disrespectful," 
Klepar said. “Just like you, we would 
rather stay inside on cold nights
instead of running to the college for 
a fire alarm."
Ferrara said campus police are 
not responding to fire alarms, they 
are responding to the increasing 
range. “We are not delaying fire 
alarms,” Ferrara said.
Some causes of the fire alarms 
include the read- 
justment of sprinklers |  
and open smoke I  
hatches, but the 
main problem is I  
cooking. Because 
of this, the Little Falls 
Fire Department has 
suggested banning 
cooking at the $75 
million complex.
Ferrara said stu- ■  
dents are forgetting 
things on their stoves, so the admin­
istration would like residents to use 
more caution when cooking. In
By Lillian M. Aleman 
Managing Editor
A statement made during a class 
escalated into a fight on College 
Avenue and the eventual arrest of 
an MSU student on Oct. 17.
David W. Webb, 22, of Lyndhurst, 
was arrested for allegedly making 
terroristic threats, harassment, and 
simple assault.
According to police reports, the 
incident began during a class where 
a female student had her head 
down on the desk. Webb banged 
on the desk and said, “Wake up." 
After the class was over, both the 
female and Webb exchanged words 
as they both exited the room, said 
University Police Lt. Michael Postaski.
The female then called her boy­
friend because Webb continued 
to follow her to her car at College 
Avenue as he continued to make 
comments directed at her. Accord­
ing to Postaski, the female's boy­
friend met up with her and Webb 
at College Hall. Webb then said, 
“There’s going to be war at Mont­
clair State." As the boyfriend tried 
to get the female away, Webb spit 
at the woman and the altercation 
began.
Webb began to push and shove 
the female's boyfriend and before 
long, 10 to 15 people surrounded 
the altercation. A patrol unit that 
was putting gas in their car in Lot 8 
reported the fight.
Webb was arrested for making 
terroristic threats because of his 
comment that “There is going to be 
war at Montclair State,” when he 
was yelling at the female and her 
boyfriend.
According to Postaski, none of 
the parties were injured.
Webb was taken into custody 
on a $2,500 bail and a no contact 
order was issued. The Montclair 
Municipal Court is handling the 
case.
response to the fire department’s 
idea to ban cooking in the resi­
dence halls, Sargent said, “ have 
the suggestions of 
banning cooking 
been taken seri­
ously? No.”
In response to 
complaints, MSU 
has been working 
towards improv­
ing the system. 
“This past month, 
we had seven fire 
alarms in fhe Vil­
lage, so we are 
getting better,” Ferrara said.
According to Doug Cooper, 
Director of Architectural and Engi-
66 HAVE THE SUG­
GESTIONS OF BANNING 
COOKING BEEN TAKEN 
SERIOUSLY? NO. 99
-R e g in a  S a r g e n t  
D ir e c t o r  o f  R e s id e n c e  L ife
neering Services, in an effort to 
minimize the fire alarms, the sensitiv­
ity of the smoke detectors, in the 
kitchen only, has been lowered.
But firefighters and administration 
are not the only ones affected by 
fire alarms, so are residents.
Sheldon Braxton, senior English 
major, said, “You don’t have to set 
your alarm clock, the fire alarm will 
wake you up.”
“ I can 't speak for firemen, but 
we students at MSU understand the 
importance of fire safefy, and the 
necessity of the alarms," Braxton 
said, “but too many is like the little 
boy crying wolf. When the sheep 
see there is never a wolf, they stop 
running; when students see there 
is almost never a fire, they may 
start hiding out in their rooms. Good 
ideas, such as fire alarms, can have 
dangerous side affects when need­
lessly overdone.”
There have been concerns that 
students will not take alarms seriously 
due to their frequency. “For students 
that don’t vacate the building during 
a fire alarm, judicial action will be 
taken,” Sargent said.
According to sophomore Dance 
major Amanda Trawinski, “ It seems 
like the fire alarms go off at least 
once a day. They happen so often, 
I've almost become immune to the 
sound.”
Junior Physical Education major 
Eric Loree was also annoyed with the 
Village’s fire alarms. Loree said, "The 
fire alarms are very inconvenient. I 
understand they [the alarms] are for 
our own safety, but this is ridiculous. 
The smoke detectors are so sensitive, 
students can't do anything.”
"We have a good system,” Sar­
gent said, “but it’s taking a while to 
tweak it for the benefit of students.” 
The one actual fire at the Village 
occurred after a dyer malfunctioned 
in the laundry room.
Students stand outside of the Village in the middle of the night after being awoken by a fire alarm.
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Continued from pg. 3
president of Theta Kappa Chi, "I feel 
thaf funding for class IV organizations 
is a well-deserved step forward and 
I am thankful for the support of the 
SGA on passing this bill."
Lauren Parisi, the Director of 
Greek and Social Fellowship Life as 
well as a member of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, added that, “the passing of 
this bill is a great first step for class 
IV organizations. We now have the 
confidence to tackle larger projects. 
This funding will allow us to prosper.” 
According to Article six, section 
three (dealing with class four appro­
priations), of the SGA bylaws, "a $50
credit will be established [...] for the 
purpose of providing office supplies 
and promotional fliers to Class IV 
organizations.’ The document goes 
on to state that the organization 
must be chartered for one month 
(‘excluding winter and summer 
breaks’) in order to be eligible for the 
credit. The organization must be in 
good standing with the SGA and ‘its 
subsidiary- Greek council."
The Bill #F2003-017, submitted to 
the SGA council by Jacob V. Fludnut 
on Sept. 10, stated, “ the Student 
Government Association owes a 
great deal to the Greek and Social
Fellowship community, for the school 
spirit and retention rates that come 
from participation in this community 
and in order for the community to 
continue to offer an indispensable 
aspect to the campus, it must be 
able to effectively advertise with 
open support from the Student Gov­
ernment Association.”
Ron Botelho, Executive vice- 
president of the SGA and a brother 
of Theta Chi stated that the Class IV 
organizations deserve the appropria­
tion due to the fact that the organiza­
tion steps out into the campus com­
munity, promotes school spirit, and
does things for-the campus com­
munity that other groups have yet 
to do.
In light of Botehlo’s views of the 
Class IV appropriations, April Kosior 
of Sigma Sigma Sigma said, “ it's 
nice to see Class IV's gaining more 
recognition and opportunities on 
campus. This bill will help us with 
funding to create more programs for 
the students and to help us create 
a larger community of Greek and 
Social Fellowships."
According to Hudnut, the legis­
lature will be effective come January 
2004.
N R O TC
Continued from pg. 3
I’m here for the best interest of the 
community.”
Because the Bill of Rights men­
tions instances of gender related 
discrimination, .some have stated 
that Class IV organizations would 
have to be reviewed because they 
are selective, as is the NROTC.
Cabrera mentioned during the 
debate that the Greek organizations 
hold charters that fall under the. 
certificate of ‘incorporated’ and 
the liability act, which are under the 
SGA. Fie stated, ¡that if the Class IV 
organizations have the  right to be
selective, then the NROTC should 
have the same right. Also, he men­
tioned that the Class IV organization 
laws state that they have the right 
to exclude, such as the case of a 
man wanting to pledge in a sorority 
last year.
Fludnut believes that Class IV 
organizations and the NROTC are 
different in many ways.
“Organizations provide program­
ming and any funds in which the SGA 
supports these organizations with 
must go to programming that is open 
to all undergraduates. Therefore, the
distribution of resources in the Class 
: IV system doesn't discriminate,” said 
Fludnut.
“Flowever,” he continues, “aca­
demic organizations are different 
than organizations in that their main 
objective is education and not 
programming. The distribution of 
resources for an academic organi­
zation is the partic ipation in the 
program and the subsequent learn­
ing from it.” - g |
. According to the Attorney Gen­
eral of the SGA. Javier Justiniano, an 
‘appeat of th^ recent decision can
be made by a legislator or the SGA 
President. Fie also states that this 
bill could cause internal problems 
and the “possibilities are numerous;” 
According to Justiniano, policy’s, 
procedures and statues.would pos­
sibly need to be reviewed along 
with financial matters dealing with 
the insurance of Class IV’s and 
other organizations that the SGA 
endorses.
Additional Reporting 
By Jason Fiortillas
Montclair State University 
Campus Recreation Presents:
ffiy iW yp  HÄ 5K  WMK/RUN
f O R T H Ë  1 7 T H  A N N U A L  
NEW M AN CENTER FOOD DRIVE
NOVEMBER 23,2003
The 4th Annual 
M SU Red Hawk 
5K Walk/Run
To Benefit the  
17th Annual
Newman Center Food Drive
Sunday November 23 
Registration 9 -9 :4 5  am 
Race/W alk S ta rts  a t 10 AM 
Yogi Berra Stadium
Help Feed the Needy at Thanksoivinol
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Department of Music MSU Art Gallery
New International Concert Series
Join us for the Department of Music's new concert series featuring the 
acclaimed artists of Newband, Concerto Koln, the Orpheus Chamber 
Orchestra with Edgar Meyer, and San Jose Taiko.
Also, come to the International Piano Series and hear pianists from 
around the world, including Tellef Juva (Norway), Nada Maria Loutfi 
(Lebanon), Reynaldo Reyes (Philippines) and Bruce Brubaker (USA).
All artists will offer master classes in addition to performing.
We invite you to listen.
See www.musicmontclair.com fo r a complete listing o f events.
Department of Theatre 
and Dance
Bat Boy
A witty and compelling Off -Broadway hit, this rock musical is the 
story of a mutant boy discovered in a West Virginia cave, and his 
search for love and acceptance.
By K. Farley, B. Fleming, L. O’Keefe 
Directed by Tim Herman
November 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 at 8 pm 
November 16 at 2 pm, November 21 at 1 pm 
Memorial Auditorium
TheatreFest/Great Events
Earth, Sand and Water:
The Garden State As Art Material
A  site specific environmental installation exhibit, 
featuring three New Jersey artists who utilize natural materials 
indigenous to the state of New Jersey.
Nisha Drinkard, Ginger Andro, Chuck Glicksman, 
Installation-Multimedia Artists 
November 3 through December 20
The Art Galleries, Life Hall 
(next to Memorial Auditorium)
Hours: Monday-Friday 10am to 5  pm, 
Saturday 11am to 4pm  
Reception: November 21, 6pm to 8  pm
Need to Know
The Body Talks: The Body Project
A  concert of original texts and choreography exploring 
body image, beauty, and aging.
Tunnel Vision Writers’ Project, Inc. and Freespace Dance 
with guest dancer and choreographer, Alexandra Beller
MSU Dance Theatre 
November 21, 7:30 pm 
Talk back and reception follow performance 
November 22, 7:30 pm
TheatreFest is pleased to present a new, year-round calendar of events 
that includes the new Conversations Series, Great Events, TheatreFest 
Regional Play Festival, and TheatreFest for Kids.
Coming soon: In January, the Alumni Dance Festival will feature a 
number of professional MSU alumni-affiliated dance groups. All 
artists will offer master classes in addition to performing.
Call 973-655-7071 to inquire about 
internships and programs.
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
Call The Box O ffice  N O W ! 
9 7 3 .6 5 5 .5 1 1 2  • Seats A re  Lim ited!
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Can Opposites Stay Attracted?
Unbalanced Pairs Take One Step Forward and Two Steps Back
ByG.M. Grosso 
StafFWriter
Dear G.M.,
I've been dating my boyfriend 
for about six months. Generally, 
we’re really compatible. He does 
really sweet things, and we get along 
pretty well. The only problem is that 
he’s kind of boring. I love going out 
and having a good time. but he’s all 
about sitting home and watching a 
movie. Is this difference something 
that can’t be ignored?
~LV.~
The common cliche is that oppo­
sites attract. This may bring some 
variety to a relationship in the begin­
ning, but we all soon find out that 
opposite lifestyles don’t always func­
tion well.
If someone is used to living a 
sedentary lifestyle, chances are they 
aren’t going to turn into a party 
animal overnight just because you'd 
like them to.
When we get ourselves into rela­
tionships we are aware of our part­
ner’s flaws. If these are things you
can live with, then it's all right, but if 
there are things that you are itching 
to change, then the problems in your 
relationship will build-up like a ton 
of bricks.
As individuals, we form personal 
identities. We often find that the 
best time to do this is when w e’re 
single.
One often has the most freedom 
during this period to express him or 
herself.
It is easier to discover our likes 
and dislikes when there isn't another 
person to answer to.
Apparently, you discovered that 
you like the party scene. You prob­
ably like to dance and socialize in 
large groups.
On the other hand, your boyfriend 
has discovered that he likes a more 
laid back atmosphere where he can 
just relax and watch TV.
He'd rather enjoy the comfort of 
his own home than hang-out in a 
crowded club trying to dance to 
music that he probably can’t even 
hear the beat to.
You shouldn’t have to trade your 
active lifestyle for a boring one where 
you spend every Friday and Saturday 
cuddled up on the couch watching
rï&ÜlAAlOtA
U Sn d a
* LASO: 4 Artists, 2:30 p.m. Calcia Hall
* ASO: Arabic Dinner, 6:30-8 p.m. SC Dining
* Bat Boy, 8-10:30 p.m. Memorial Auditorium
* RecBoard Meeting, 2:15-3:30 p.m. SC Cafe B and C
* What’s the D.E.A.L. at MSU, 1-4 p.m. SC 411,417 and 419
* Bat Boy, 8-10:30 p.m. Memorial Auditorium
' C1C Concert, 7 p.m. SC Ballrooms 
' Bat Boy, 8-10:30 p.m. Memorial Auditorium
' Bat Boy, 2-4:30 p.m.
! LASO: Alumni Dinner, 7 p.m.. SC Dining Room
~TluAAd!ay 13
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* The Cypher, 7 p.m. SC Ratt
* Phi Sigma Sigma:The Hookup” Date Auction, 7 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Mu Sigma Upsilon: R.A.C.E., 6:30 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* SBUS/Brown Bag Research Seminar, 12 p.m. PA 243
* Sigma Sigma Sigma Battle of the Bands, 7 p.m. SC Ratt
* Karaoke in the Diner, 9 p.m. Redhawk Diner
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jCove,
action movies. You need to come 
to a compromise where you can 
both get a little bit of what you 
want. Alternate weekend activities. 
Tell him that if you stay in and do 
homebody stuff this weekend, then 
you have to go out to a club the 
next weekend. If he doesn’t want 
to do this, then tell him you’ll 
just go out w ith the 
girls and 
l e a v e  
h i m 
hom e 
where 
h e ’ s
happy. He proba­
bly w on 't like the idea 
of you spending the week­
end without him . He may even 
get jealous of the thought of you 
going to a club and dancing with 
other guys even if that’s not your 
intention.
Balance is extremely important 
in a relationship. You can ’t ask 
him to conform to a new set of 
standards just because he is with 
you now.
Maybe, he's not the kind of guy 
who likes to be with a large group 
of people.
You can’t force him to do things 
that he doesn’t like every weekend.
It would be like erasing his identity 
and shaping him into something . 
that you want to create. It’s also 
not fair that he ’s trying to bring
9
you to the world of an early retire­
ment. If you both can ’t come to 
a compromise, then you probably 
need to end the union of polar oppo­
sites.
If you stay in an 
inflexible relationship 
like this for too long 
then you’re bound to 
lose certain com­
ponents of your­
self. If you can 
live with that, 
then you can 
stay, but if it's 
just not worth it, 
then you have 
to trade the sta­
bility of "cou- 
pledom" in and 
head back out 
into the unsettled 
terrain of the single 
world. The good 
news for you is thaf you’re much 
more likely to meet people out in 
public than in the privacy of your 
living room watching the Blockbuster 
special.
I’m here to answer your ques­
tions. If you have a dilemma 
like the one above. I’m at your 
service. Just e-mail me at 
Montfeature@yahoo.com with the 
title attention G.M. Grosso. I look 
forward to hearing from you.
Life Beyond
Cheese Tasting Delights Palettes
By H. Jane Rosenberg 
Special to the Montclarion
For those of you in the habit of zapping an Easy Mac snack, beware!
There is more to life than 
V e lv e e ta .
Food adven­
tures will 
abound if 
you open 
your eyes, 
not to men­
tion your 
mouths.
One such 
adven tu re  
happened  
here on
c a m p u s  
Wednesday,
Oct. 29
when the 
Foodservice
Concentration of the Human Ecol­
ogy Department with Slow Food of 
Northern New Jersey presented "An 
Artisanal Cheese Workshop” to the 
MSU community.
What is Slow Food, you ask? 
Slow down. What is artisanal 
cheese? Artisanal cheeses are 
unique cheeses produced right on 
the farm where the cows, sheep, 
or goats live. There were samples of 
Cheddar, Velvet Rose, Yellow Branch 
Farm Natural Rind cheese, Constant 
Bliss, Orb Weaver, Les Freres, Tumalo
Tomme, Oldwick Shepard, and Gore- 
Dawn-zola. Never heard of these 
cheeses? You’re not alone.
They are produced in the old- 
world way-fermented and slowly 
aged, some 18 months or more, some 
of them in caves. Some come from 
Oregon, some from Vermont, and 
one (Oldwick Shepard) is made 
right here in New 
Jersey.
Each of them 
is more delicious 
than the last. The 
catch is you can 
only get them if 
you go to the 
farm. While I 
w on ’t describe 
the sensory 
details of the 
cheeses here, I 
will say that they 
were new and 
stimulating.
Howard Pfei­
fer, leader of the 
New Jersey Convivium said that, “We 
are helping small people preserve 
these cheeses and helping people 
start new cheeses."
Indeed, some of the farms are so 
small there are only seven cows in the 
herd (Lassie, Orbit, Frolic, Guffo, Miso, 
Cocoa, and Ozzy). These farmhouse 
cheeses embody the essence of the
See “CHEESE" P .9
'COURTESY 6FWEHSLEVbALE.g6.Uk
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The Week in Review:
From Halloween to Art Shows, MSU Served Up Quality Activities
(Left) Dean Helen Matusow-Ayres got her palm read at the 
psychic fair, held at the student center, on Oct. 31, during 
MSU’s Halloween celebration. (Below) Two faculty members 
observing some of the many paintings at the Painting Art 
Show in Calcia Hall on Nov. 3.
!>ILVL MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
■
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
(Above) Lolo Rai and International Student Organization (ISO) 
Treasurer Dhiraj Sharma at the ISO International Food Festival 
on Oct. 29.
w i
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
(Above) Performers at ASSIST’s Halloween Coffeehouse on 
Oct. 31. The Coffeehouse featured a Best Costume and Most 
Original Costume contest. The charity of the evening was 
Unicef. (Left) Steve Wherle picks his prize (a pumpkin) at 
“Let’s Make a Deal” on Oct. 31. The event was held in the 
Blanton Atrium.
_____________
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
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S c o rp io s  n e e d  g r e a t  
s e lf -d is c ip lin e , b e c a u s e  
t h e y  a r e  a b l e  t o  r e c ­
o g n iz e  t h e  q u a l i t ie s  in  
th e m s e lv e s  t h a t  m a k e  
t h e m  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  
o t h e r  h u m a n s .  T h e y  a r e  
in tu it iv e  a n d  p a s s io n ­
a t e .  T h e y  c a n ,  h o w e v e r ,  
b e  c o m p u ls iv e  a n d  j e a -  
slous.
C h eese
Continued from p. 7
task Slow Food has set about.
Slow Food U.S.A is committed to 
promoting local foods, such as these 
cheeses. Foods that are local andor- 
ganically grown can help protect the 
biodiversity of the food supply. Slow 
Food’s mission is about educating 
people about using seasonal, whole­
some food that is grown locally using 
sustainable agriculture while preserv­
ing culinary traditions and a more 
harmonious lifestyle.
The cheese was served with bread 
that is produced slowly, and locally. 
Gina's Panificio provided wonderful 
sourdough-risen breads.
The cheeses brought out the 
sweetness of the breads and together, 
with the meriot that was served, it was 
a perfect combination.
Dr. Charles Feldman of the Human 
Ecology Department, who, with 
Megan Londergan and Howard Pfei­
fer, coordinated the event, may plan 
a trip in the future to one of the 
local cheese-producing farms, so 
keep your eyes open for news of the 
event.
Slow Food of Northern New Jersey 
is planning a beer-tasting event some­
time in March, in addition to other 
events.
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You’ve spent way too much 
time protecting someone who 
needs to learn to defend them­
selves on his or her own. One 
day you w on’t be around to stick 
up for them.
You will receive unexpected 
help from enem y but it is only 
because you bo th  now  share 
a com m on enemy. Help each 
other out to extinguish this new 
found nuisance.
Cancer
J oq. 21
You have  a g re a t im ag in a ­
tion and now  it is time you step 
forward and share it w ith others. 
You’ve g o t a g rea t ta len t and 
people will apprec ia te  your fresh 
take on things.
Sometimes you're a little too 
hard on people and soon you’ll 
find that the tables will be turned 
against you. Give people credit 
for the things they do.
Stop second-guessing the 
intentions of that newfound love 
of yours. You’re overly paranoid 
like always and  need to  stop 
being so up tigh t abou t every­
thing.
Your chance  is getting away, 
so now it’s time to shift your gears 
and a ttem p t to ca tch  up. Stop 
thinking, things will just fall into 
your lap, cause they w on ’t.
The longer you a tte m p t to 
hold on to something the harder 
it will be to let go. We all want to 
keep that which we love close to 
our hearts but it is ok and healthy 
to let go.
People are seeking assur­
ance that you'll keep your word. 
Events from the past have turned 
them against you and you need 
to  fo llo w  th rough  and  p rove  
them wrong.
Busy with work? There’s some­
one out there who would rather 
have you busy with other things. 
Stop fighting it and m eet them 
half way. Have fun and let your­
self go.
You spend too much energy 
pushing people  away. If you 
continue to keep to yourself you 
will miss out on great opportuni­
ties that can help you get ahead 
in life.
Timing is everything and lately 
you’ve been right on time with 
just about everything. You are 
very successful and have gained 
the respect of many. Use this to 
your advantage.
Playing hard to ge t has only 
go tten  you so far and now  it ’s 
time to  switch things up a bit to 
keep the things fresh and inter­
esting. Ease up and let your part­
ner run the show for a while.
Colorful Fruits Help Maintain Health
B y H. Jane Rosenberg 
Specialto theMontdarion
O n Nov.6, 2003 Kathleen Shimomura, of Rutgers Cooperative Extension, 
presented “ Pigment Power in Your 
Diet."
Sponsored by the Montclair 
State Dietetic Organization, the 
lecture covered the various phy­
tochemicals, or plant chemicals 
(a.k.a, phytonutrients), the colorful 
pigments in vegetables and fruits 
that contain nutrients which may 
offer health benefits when these 
foods are included in your diet.
She began by saying “Go out 
on a limb...that’s where the fruit is!” 
While a veritable palette of colors 
can be found when choosing fruits 
and vegetables Shimomura told 
us that Food and Wine named this 
year’s top food frend as food that 
is the color purple.
She was not talking about purple 
ketchup, French fries, or purple 
bubble gum, but the purple-skinned 
carrots, potatoes, and beans one 
can occasionally find in the super­
market or farmer's market.
Not just for looks, these foods 
are sources of anthocyanins that 
act as powerful antioxidants, and 
may play a role in cardiovascular 
health.
The major phytochem icals 
include carotenoids; flavonoids.
including isoflavones; inositol phos­
phates; lignans; isothiocyanates 
and indoles; phenols and cyclic 
compounds; saponins; sulfides and 
thiols; and terpenes.
According to Shimomura these 
phytonutrients can a c t as anti­
oxidants (keeping Æ  
free radicals from 
causing oxidative 
d a m a g e ) ,  
enhance immune 
response and inter­
cell communica­
tion, alter estrogen 
metabolism, con­
vert to vitamin A, 
cause cancer cells 
to die, repair DNA I  
damage caused 
by toxicity, and detoxify carcinogens 
through the activation of certain 
enzymes.
The easiest way to follow a diet 
rich in these nutrients is to follow 
the colors.
Simply choose fruits and veg­
etables that are rich in color, such as 
tomatoes, strawberries, watermelon, 
grapefruit (red), grape juice, cran­
berry juice, berries, purple cabbage 
(blue/purple), carrots, butternut 
squash, acorn squash, mango, can­
taloupe, apricots (yellow/orange), 
and spinach, collards, mustard 
greens, peppers, kale, broccoli, 
honeydew melon (green), onions, 
garlic, celery, mushrooms, and 
cauliflower (white).
With such a rainbow of colorful
foods from which to choose, how 
can you help but eat "5-a-day the 
color way?"
Generally, the red group contains 
lycopene, the blue/purple group 
anthocyanins, the orange/yellow 
group carotenes, the green group 
lutein and zeaxan- 
thin, and the white 
group allicin and 
indoles.
S h im om ura  
reported that Dr. 
James Joseph, who 
wrote The Color 
Code, compiled a 
list of the top ten 
fruits and vegeta­
bles containing the 
greatest amounts of 
these phytonutrients.
They are: Strawberries, Tomatoes, 
Raspberries,Red Bell Peppers Oranges, 
Carrots, Mangoes, Sweet Potatoes, 
Grapefruit, Winter Squash, Kiwi, Kale, 
Avocado, Broccoli, Blueberries, Spin­
ach, Concord,Grapes, Purple, Cab­
bage, Dried Plums, Eggplant.
It is recom m ended that these 
foods be a part of your daily selec­
tions.
Eating foods rich in these nutrients 
is not a "magic bullet," however. In 
the context of an overall healthy life­
style (i.e., eating a diet that is varied, 
moderate, and balanced, getting 
plenty of exercise, and enough rest) 
these colorful foods can help you 
maintain good health throughout 
your lifetime.
6 6  T h e  e a s ie s t  w a y  t o
FOLLOW A DIET RICH IN 
THESE NUTRIENTS IS TO 
FOLLOW THE COLORS. 9 9
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Dreamy Paul Walker Chats About New Movie
WWW.YAHOOMOVIES.COM
Heartthrob Paul Walker wants to direct a 
Western film in the near future.
By Cesarina Miceli 
Hews Editor
He's one o f America’s famous heartthrobs; a real lady’s man.
Whether he's playing the role 
of a sweet-talking teenager or a 
tough undercover cop, his blue eyes 
and sexy smile could captivate any 
woman’s heart.
He skyrocketed to stardom in
the 2001 film The Fast and 
The Furious, and his career 
continues to take off.
This passionate and suc­
cessful movie star is none 
other than Paul Walker.
The opportunity to 
speak with such a talented 
actor fell into my lap, and 
I jumped on it in a heart­
beat.
He’s even a charmer off 
screen. We discussed his 
upcoming role in Timeline 
out Nov. 26 on Paramount 
Pictures. Directed by the 
well-established Richard 
Donner and produced in 
Montreal,7/me//ne is based 
on the novel written by 
Michael Crichton. This has 
been Walker's first time 
working with Donner.
“ I liked it; we had a 
good time. He [Donner] 
knows what he wants and 
I like the Way he deals and 
works with people;” said 
Walker.
Walker was actually 
told not to read the novel 
until after the completion 
of the movie to eliminate 
confusion during the film's 
production.
Although the movie relates to 
the book, when turning an approxi­
mate 520-page book into a 120-page 
screenplay, some content Is devi­
ated.
The science-fictional film explores 
time travel, as it lures you on a journey 
into the past.
A group of archaeology students 
and their professor, Edward Johnston 
[Billy Connolly] worked to expose a 
14th-century castle in France.
Assistant Professor Andre Marek 
[Gerard Butler], Professor Johnston's 
son Chris [Paul Walker], and 
archeology students Kate [France 
O'Connor], Stern [Ethan Embry], and 
Francois [Rossif Sutherland], took 
part in the project.
Gerard Butler’s character Marek, 
the hero, had first drawn Walker to 
the film.
It took quite sometime to enjoy 
playing his character Chris, and 
adjust to the fact that instead of 
wearing armor, he would be wearing 
tights. “ I would have loved to have 
been out in the battle field.”
Walker's character Chris is just an 
ordinary guy, a bit unapproachable, 
and vulnerable.
“He’s like most guys in their 20's. 
He just comes out of college and is 
trying to figure out what he's going 
to be and what his work is going be 
in the course of his life.”
Professor Johnston becomes 
skeptical of the d ig ’s benefactor, 
so he goes to New Mexico to inves­
tigate the International Technology 
Corporation (ITC) and its manager 
Robert Doniger [David Thewlis],
The students set out on an exca­
vation of their own, stumbling across 
a chamber locked for over 600 
years.
Marek and Kate discover a 
modern bifocal lens and a plea for 
help dated April 2, 1357 written by 
Professor Johnston.
The search for Johnston begins, 
and in the process, the students 
bump into Doniger’s most-recent 
invention, a machine that shoots 
three-dimensional objects into 
space.
Doniger discovered a straight 
path into the 14th century, trapping 
Johnston and his students in the
middle of a war between the French 
and the English.
How does the journey end? 
Walker's role in Timeline up, I think 
just about every guy at one time or 
another picked up a stick like it was 
a sword and went on to beat the 
hell out of his younger brother.”
The 30-year-old actor still views 
himself as a kid in many aspects.
If you could travel in time did 
you ever think about where you'd 
go?
“Yeah, I would go back to the 
Medieval period. I just like it. It’s just 
rough and it’s raw. The whole knight 
in shining armor, I just think it’s cool," 
said Walker.
“ I would want to be Lancelot. 
Hell, I wouldn’t mind going back to 
see if King Author really did exist, 
if that did really happen. I would 
want to see Camelot; I would want 
to see all that.”
Walker perceives his experience 
with Timeline as exceptionally 
rewarding.
“ I learned a lot. I learned more 
from this then probably all the other 
projects I've done combined."
Walker's future looks promising 
for upcoming successful roles. On 
Monday, Walker returned to Mon­
treal to film Noe// an independent 
film, with actors such as Robin Wil­
liams, Susan Sarandon, and Penel­
ope Cruise.
In the near future, he hopes to 
direct a western movie.
Walker wants to be remembered 
for “some cool movies. Career wise 
I just want people to say that I made 
some cool movies.”
Judging from millions of mesmer­
ized and inspired fans, I can honestly 
say that the dedicated movie star 
has already succeeded.
Helloween Raises Hell in Old School Venue
By Andres Nuiver 
Staff Writer
O ne of the most prominent bands in power metal his­tory, Helloween, played 
at B.B Kings in Manhattan on Sunday 
Oct. 12, ironically after Halloween.
The show was a phenomenal 
event. When my friends and I arrived, 
we saw a slew of other bands shirts. 
Blind Guardian, Iron Maiden, In 
Flames, Iced Earth and other amaz­
ing metal bands graced our eyes 
with their metal wear.
Every metal head knows what 
an amazing feeling it is being sur­
rounded by your so-called “breth­
ren," ail anticipating the moment 
when one of your idols goes on 
stage.
Beyond the Embrace, a unique 
three-guitar, up-and-coming metal 
band in Century Media Records 
gave a magnificent performance. I 
was fortunate enough to catch the 
singer afterwards.
The band’s influence, he told me, 
was In Flames; a hybrid sound of 
speed and power metal mixed with 
intense and profound lyrics. Jag
W W W .TELIA.COM
Helloween and other metal acts strike again with a brand new 
tour.
Panzer, one of my personal favorites 
proceeded them.
They played a mix of songs from 
a few albums. I was ecstatic when 
I yelled out “Take to the Sky” from 
their Mechanized Warfare album 
and they played it for the crowd. It 
was a privilege to meet and hang 
out with the band after the show.
The finale, was of course, a stel­
lar performance. Helloween came 
out with some great songs from their 
new album, “Rabbit Out of a Hat.” 
They played a few songs from their 
previous albums as well.
The only disappointment was 
that they did not play my favorite 
song, “Mr. Torture." The interaction 
with the crowd was the best I’ve 
ever seen at a metal show yet and I 
believe the majority of the audience 
felt the same way.
More great shows are coming 
by the end of this year. Moonspell, a 
Portuguese metal band will be play­
ing in Brooklyn in December, as well 
as Children of Bodom, Nevermore, 
and Dimmu Borgear.
Other bands include Entombed, 
Nocturne, Single Bullet Theory, Rune- 
stone, and December Falls. Come 
out to see some great bands play.
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Are ‘Must See TV’ Episodes a Real Must?
W W W .SHOPPINGSAW Y.COM
Scrubs may revive NBC’s ‘Must See’ lineup.
By Dennis Anderson 
StaffWriter
NBC’s Must See TV line-up has been around since the early 1980s, entertain­
ing audiences, via everything from 
The Cosby Show to Seinfeld and 
beyond.
However this season, the line-up 
seems to be a lot more troubled 
than the classics that preceded 
these newer shows.
Each week NBC still pulls out 
fairly amazing ratings for its Thursday 
shows: Friends, Scrubs, Will & Grace, 
Coupling, and ER.
However, it’s questionable 
whether viewers, at this point, are still 
tuning in because they genuinely 
like these shows, or rather because 
they are hoping the shows will get 
better eventually. Perhaps, the 
viewers hope their shows will revert 
to the glory of its previous seasons, 
or that the shows will realize that 
it has to live up to it's Must-See 
ancestry.
Friends, Will & Grace, and ER 
have already likely earned their 
special spot in TV Land.
Yet none of fhem, as they 
wander on into their elderly televi­
sion years, are free of their problems. 
Friends, now in its truly last season 
definitely is beginning to show its 
wrinkles. It's quite apparent now 
that the show's writers planned to 
end the show a few years ago,
buf as the ratings got bigger and 
the cast stuck around, the writers 
decided to stretch out their ideas. 
Jennifer Aniston as Rachel had a 
baby, Lisa Kudrow as Phoebe got 
Paul Rudd's character Mike as a 
boyfriend, and Rachel and Matt 
LeBlanc's character Joey had unex­
pected flirtations, and thus a sort of 
creative resurgence resulted.
However, time has now passed 
between ail these events and the 
cast is now left with little to do but 
get paid and wait for the inevitable 
Ross (David Schwimmer) and Rachel 
marriage. Most importantly, the writ­
ers would do best to work on Ross’s 
revitalization since he has gone from 
endearing dork to irritating loser.
Meanwhile, Will & Grace  has 
relied heavily, as of late, on special 
guest stars. Yet, what the show 
doesn’t seem to understand is that 
when you have guest stars present 
(and unless you ’re The Simpsons 
there's never a need to do it on a 
weekly basis) you have to give these 
people something to do.
The worst example of this is when 
Harry Connick Jr, who has reoccurred 
since last year as the husband to 
Debra Messing’s character Grace.
ER's line-up unfortunately is often 
times a victim of media scrutiny. Just 
about every year, for a number of 
seasons now, the media predicts the 
end for the emergency room drama, 
saying that the revolving door of cast 
changes will surely kill it. However, 
the writers of ER seem to know better 
than to start looking for better jobs.
because dramas like NYPD 
Blue and Law & Order 
have thrived, despite or 
maybe because of their 
cast changes. The writing 
constantly proves that ER’s 
setting is a great equalizer— 
placing the show's older 
characters right alongside 
its newest. Sharp writing and 
direction, alongside killer 
performances such as that 
of Maura Tierney's tragic 
hero Nurse Abby Lockhart 
who continues to make 
each episode a compelling 
adventure.
The night’s other two 
shows, Scrubs and Coupling 
are still both trying to make 
their mark in television his­
tory. The three-year-old 
Scrubs certainly has more of 
a chance.
Last season, as Friends' 
stories began to dwindle into 
the mediocre and predict­
able, Scrubs became the 
most under-appreciated 
well-written comedy, on television. 
Yet, this season, the show decided in 
order to get the fan-following Friends 
has, it would have to sex up its main 
female character, Sarah Clake’s Elliot. 
Yet, to the show’s already devoted 
viewers, this is more distracting than 
alluring, since Elliot was always a 
naturally beautiful character in her 
modesty and her timidity.
On the other side of the striving 
to survive spectrum is Coupling, a
successful British series redone for 
America. By “redone,” I mean it has 
turned into a Friends clone, minus 
the friendships, plus lots of odd sex 
talk that is done a lot better on the 
less restrained HBO shows.
It’s no wonder the show is soon to 
go on hiatus, since even with NBC’s 
other shows slightly more flawed 
than usual, they still are creatively 
miles ahead of the likely soon-to-be- 
cancelled Coupling.
ài MONTCLAIR STATEI UNIVERSITY Night with the DevilsSponsored by the MSU Alumni Association
New Jersey Devils Ottawa Senators
► Tuesday, January 13,2004 -  7:30 PM.
Continental Airlines Arena
Box Office Price $52 » Second Level Seating
An Exceptional Value & Houday Gift idea!
Great Sports Entertainment for the w hole Fam ily!
MSU Students & Alumni Invited! Have Fun Together!
^  Proceeds From Tickets Purchased Directly Benefit the
W SU  Alum ni A s s o d a tio n .
Ticket Order Form
New Jersey Devils vs, Ottawa Senators 
January 13,2004 -  7:30 PM.
Matt Orders: Complete this form and send with check or 
money order payable to the New Jersey Devils.
Matite:
Name
Devils/MSU Ticket Offer
P.O.Box 7504
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
Graduation ¥r
#TidteRi,0TT (1/1$ X ix  $35*$_____
Shtpping/handling fee: $ 2.00
Order Total: $ ______
mm.,mm
GOTO - www.njdevilstlcketorograms.com 
OFFEN CODE ■ msu
I MaiMn and Online orders must be received by December 18. 
j Tickets are assigned on a first-come, first-served basis, best 
I available, subject to $52 seat availability. AB orders received by 
1 December 18 are matted. No refunds or exchanges on tickets 
I purchased. Offer not valid on previously purchased tickets and 
* applies only to the game listed above,
I Devils Group Sales {201) 935-6050. msu
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Thursday,November 13
Helen Mack 1914 
David Bond 1914 
Caryn Johnson 1949 
Chris Noth 1957 
Richard Fidler 1964
Friday, November 14
Robert Fulton 1765 
Betty Caldwell 1909 
Peggy Cartwright 1912 
Veronica Lake 1919 
Phyllis Avery 1924
Saturday, November 15
Georgia O'Keeffe 1887 
Jack Ingram 1902 
Brian Davies 1938 
Sam Waterson 1940 
Jonny Lee Miller 1972
Sunday, November 16
Marilyn Mills 1904 
Jane Tilden 1910 
Drew Allen 1918 
Dan Penn 1941 
Lisa Bonet 1967
Monday, November 17
Rock Hudson 1925 
Lauren Hutton 1943 
Daisy Fuentes 1966 
Jeff Buckley 1966 
Brandon Call 1976 
Justin Cooper 1988
Tuesday, November 18
Dorothy Dix 1887 
Mickey Mouse 1928 
Kevin Nealon 1953 
Kim Wilde 1960 
Phil Buckman 1970 
Justin Cooper 1988
Know someone who’s celebrating a birthday soon? What else says Happy 
Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend’s name in the 
paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday kid s full name and year of 
birth at least a week before the date and let them know you eally care. Even 
though you may be really poor.
Thi/ Week in Entertainment
Books
ied author, Toni Morrison took the 
of her busy writing projects to read 
.trn tw tak Brooklyn mansion. With tea in one 
hand and her new book, Love, \n another, she 
read to 13 members of The Mocha Moms, 
a nationwide support group for at home 
parents of color.
TV
l h
I t .
The pretty little town ir jJ H H jj^ H k jh a t 
everyone whistles to to
primetime television for onenigWBPhe Andy 
G riffith Show" is having a reut^pn special 
that w ill be a ired on Tuesday a t 8 p.m. 
on CBS.
1
Music
MW
M e m b e r o f the h ip -h o p  g roup  Tha 
Eastsidaz, Tray Deee, was arrested  on 
Saturday apparently after shooting at people 
outside of a business. He is being held in 
Long Beach City Jail for $50,000 for felony 
assault with a deadly weapon.
Com, Panzariello from cnn.com
Class One Concerts Strikes Again at MSU
By Doreen Campbell 
StaffWriter
C lass one Concerts put on it's second Punk show in the Rathkeller, last 
Thursday, showcasing an array of 
Screamo, Ska, and rock acts to 
kick off the weekend for those 
music loving members of the student 
body.
Personally, I am more of an indie 
rock, Brooklyn show attending type 
of girl, I decided to keep an open 
mind and check out what all the 
hype was abou t.
Though the Ratt shows usually 
seem to be a showcase for the latest 
scenster fashions, not to mention 
little audience enthusiasm, I feel this
show did have a couple of diverse 
acts that grabbed the attention 
to even the biggest wallflowers in 
attendance.
One of the bands, Tokyo Rose 
based out of New Brunswick, is a four 
piece band who sing songs about 
the nostalgia of youth, and love.
These themes are so ever present 
in emo music today, that sometimes 
it seems a little stale to some ears. 
The Ataris seem to be making millions 
off the deal.
Never the less, The kids seem to 
really identify with these themes, 
and there seems to be no sign of it 
slowing down any time soon.
One band on the bill that 
seemed to stand out for me was 
Flowers and Cops.
Based out of Saddle Brook, New
A lively performer rocks MSU for Class One Concerts last Thursday.
Jersey, this band seems to portray 
what hardcore/ melodic punk should 
be.
It was pleasantly suprising to see 
this band play, cause usually my 
expectations are not too high.
Other bands included on the bill 
were a very young hardcore band 
called Stafford.
They seemed to attract a hoard 
of obviously young high school girls, 
however the lead singer at fhe
tender age of 17 had strong vocal 
stylings which delivered much power 
to the audience.
In addition, "The Forever 
Endeavor,” delivered a driving rock 
performance, and finally at the end 
of the show, “Not For Resale,” woke 
everyone up with some ska tunes, 
not to mention some fine covers of 
cartoon theme song classics.
Feel free to check out the mad­
ness at the next show!
MIMM*M Part-timeWeekends
w w w .z o o t s .c o m EOE We believe in the value of diversity.
Are you a motivated, outgoing college student looking to 
earn some extra cash? Earn a $100 weekly base pay, plus 
commission and get some valuable sales experience with an 
innovative industry leader! We offer a flexible schedule 
but you must have weekend availability, your own 
transportation, a valid driver's license and be at least 18.
FOR MORE INFO, CALL: Randy Lowenberg 
Phone: (978) 657-4265 ext. 224  
Fax: (978) 657-4729  
or Email: randy_lowenberg@zoots.com
Earn Up to
^  JM  f f e C V  \
mone 
weekend
¿ 4
Rioted £ßest Gleaner
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f n ic i l i  r 11 I y
A r ts  C a len d ar
C o n c e rt Cr T h e a te r  C a len d ar
n c
ANDREW “DICE” CLAY  
B EA C O N  THEATER 
MURPHY'S LAW 
IRVING PLAZA
MUD DOG
KENNY'S CASTAWAYS
PRIMUS
ROSELAND
NJ HARDCORE & METAL FEST 
C O N V EN TIO N  HALL 
LIVING COLOUR  
B EA C O N  THEATER
NICKEL CREEK  
BOWERY B ALLR O O M  
RANCID  
ROSELAND
DOPE
B.B. K IN G 'S  BLUES THEATER 
CATTLE DECAPITATION 
D O N  HILL’S
FLINT
KENNY'S CASTAWAYS 
THE WHITE STRIPES 
ROSELAND
FLICKERSTICK 
BOWERY B ALLR O O M  
LYNRD SKYNRD 
HAMMERSTEIN
M o v ie  R e leases
M A S T E R  A N D  C O M M A N D : T H E  F A R  S ID E  O F  
T H E  W O R L D  -  DIR:PETER WEIR 
RUSSELL C R O W E, PAUL BETTANY, JAMES D ’ ARCY 
T H E  B IG  E M P T Y - DIR: STEVE ANDERSON. JO N  
FAVREAU, KELSEY G R A M M A R , R ACH AEL LEIGH 
C O O K
A lb u m  R eleases
Rock: Red Hot Chili Peppers- Greatest Hits 
Rock: Linldn Park- Live in Texas 
Pop: Britney Spears-In The Zone 
Rap: 2pac-Tupac Ressurection
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we com e out to  the following Wednesday). For your event to  get
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e com e out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it’s being held, and the exact da te  it’s happening.
Send all information to  the following e-mail address:
montarts@ yahoo.com
SINGLE AND IN THE M O O D . ? 
WE GAN HELP.
t á the hook-up
M ONDAY NOVEMBER 17 
8 PM
SG BALLROOMS
A DATE AUCTION TO BENEFIT US ALL.
PROCEEDS 6 0  T O W A R D S  T H E  N A T IO N A L  K ID N E Y  
F O U N D A T IO N .
DOOR PRIZES, BUMPIN' MUSIC, HOTTAMALES. 
TOP 3 HIGHEST BIDS-THE DATE'S ON US.
A D M IS S IO N  IS $3 /  $1 W IT H  A  C A N N E D  G O O D Jersey natives, Flowers and Cops, rocked MSU 
last week at the Rathskellar.
Flowers and Cops
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MSU Campus Recreation
H  P l a ÿ ,  ^ t t p ^ / w w w . m o n t c l a i r . e d u / p a g e s / c a m p u s r e c  J u s t p i a ÿ !
I I T E M I U  H A L Se c B o a *
Preseason Basketball
Tues, Wed 12/2-3, 
Panzer Gym 
Refs Needed
Sign-Up with Keith 
X 5350 $5/Team  
SC-104 J
Preseason Innertube 
H20 Polo
Tues, Wed 12/8-9, 
Panzer Pool 
Refs Needed
Sign-Up with Keith 
X 5350 FR EE  
SC-104 J
Spring 2004 (1st 5 weeks)
League______________ Entry Meeting Entry Fee
I k e  F o llo w in g  D ates, T in a s ,  an d  P la c e  are U N T A T I V E .
P lea se  ch eck  w ith  C am pus R e c  fo r  fu rth er  in fo .
E vent D ate &  T im e P la ce
S k i T r ip S a tF e b 2 1 ,6 a m -8 p m H unter M l, N Y
T e a m  T r iv ia  C h a llen g e  Thurs. M ar. 4 , 7 :30pm SC  B a llroom s
S ta ff v s  S tu . V B F r i  M ar. 5 ,  3 :3 0 p m Panzer G ym
C o sm ic  B o w lin g Fri. Mar. 2 6 , 9pm B e lle v ille , f f l
S ta ff v s  S tu d en t K B Fri. Apr. 1 6 ,3:30pm » Q u a d
“P r i a  i s  R ig h t” T h u  Apr. 2 2 ,7 : 3 0 p m SC B allroom
Basketball Tues. Jan 27 (0 9 pm
Co-Ed Basheftall Tues. Jan2? (09  pm
Ijvnertube HZO Polo Tues. Jan27 (0 8 pm
Co-ld Bmertube H20 Bolo Tues. Jm 27 (0 8 pm 
m  Swimftfeet Tues. Jan27 @7pm
(MSwàn Meet Event Dau TBR ChììQsnpmRse)
Spring 2004 (2nd 5 weeks)
Leoauc___________  Enter Meeting Time
Softball 
Co-Ed Sof&aR
3 in g J H 5  le X u ll»  
H m iK W  Tarom
Co-Ed Tensas 
Co-Ed KidhcbaD 
Indoor Soccer 
Coed Indoor Soccer
Tues. Mar. 2 
Tues. Mar. 2 
Tues. Mar. 2 
Tues. Mar. 2 
Tues. Mar. 2 
Tues. Mar 2 
Tues. Mar 2 
Tues. Mar. 2
>9pm
►9pm
|8pm
2 on2 Grass VoBeybali Tues. Mar.
$ 4 0 â e a m  
$40Àeam 
$40Àeam 
$ 4 0 â e a m  
$10/3 Everts
E nter Foe
$Cdeam 
$40âeam 
SlCMperon 
$20Âeam 
$20Àeam 
$40Aeam 
$40Aeam 
$40Aeam 
$20âeam 
and Time TED )(Crass Volleyball is aone>daytoumameni. Date
T h e  O n l y  W a y  to» W i n » , .  I s  T o  P l a y ! !
^ % /Î& £ £ A '
■ ■■- ,, .... _________... ; :Z :.
A R
p^orc fifil
t
M J§B
HHFAT TUESDAYS!!!!
EACH AND EVERY TUESDAY!!!!
$2.00 MINK SPECIALS 
BEAOSHHBEADSRM BEADS«!« BEADS««!! 
$100 WEEKLY GRAND PRIZE!!!!!!«!!!
GIRL WITH MOST BEADS AT THE END OF 
NIGHT WINS!«!«
MUSIC BY: y g . music for all occasions
COLLEGE NIGHT/ TRAILER PARK* G IT  
TRASHED THURSDAY!!!!!
$1 JO PAM! KLM RIBBON CANS »!
NOP ON THE NEXT TORNADO AND LIT IT TWIST YOUR 
TRAILER OVER TO TNE KREWE BARI
NATURAL MULLETS 
DRINK FOR HALF PRICE!!!
Di/DANCING TILL 2:30AM
m
K R E W E  B A R  IS  L O C A T E D  @ 240 PA R K ER  AVE IN  C L IF T O N /B O T A N Y  V IL L A G E
A R E A . . .  M IN U T E S  F R O M  C AM PUS!! «niwJ
C A L L  973 340 4600 FO R  D E TA ILS
DONTFORGETYOUR 
DESIGNATED DRIVER!
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CAPTAIN RlBRiAN m C ra p ta c u la r b y  S p r e n g e lm e y e r  £  D a v is
...A N D  A  
BA R F BAG, 
A STOM ACH  
P U M P ,  
BUNDFOLD  
A N D
EAR PLUGS.
...OH. AND 
SHOOT M E  
IF T H E i 
P LA Y  LA S T  
W EEKS  
EPISODE 
FIRST .
D ITH ER ED  T W IT S  by Stan Waling
"Feel lucky? Well, do ya...punfe?"
m o m  r m s  p o i n t  f o r t h ,
t m  œeîfëMm
J ro mpnovB
■rtn> 'lUll'C.ANNGK
WÊÊ An» has» some
iiË « 1. riT R  O B SSB P  t •
t<ptf my eooi ivh wasti<m
T H 6 S 6  V 'C ^ O  & A M & S.
0A/V\NIT! 
LETS GO.
TACKLE Hl/K, 
DA/WNfT. P A /W N IT , © e r  /O U R  
A S S  IN  <515A R  !
Crossword
1 2 3 4
1
5
6 7 8 9 ,0 11 12 13
14
’ 5 16
17 18
20
■
22
23
24 B 25
26
27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47
48 49 50
51 52 53 54
■
55
56
"
58
■
59 60 61 62
63 64 65
66 67
1
68
69 70
7 ’
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Solutions
ACRO SS  
1 On the sheltered 
side
5  Corporal 
O ’Reilly 
10 Partiality
14 Mentor
15 Chew the 
scenery
16 Fails to be
17 M ade worse
19 Archibald or 
Thurmond
20  Do cobbling
21 Tool with teeth
22  M ake headway
23  Lima’s nation 
25  Dry wind from
the Sahara  
27  Imaginary
31 Novel thought
3 2  Comic Philips
33 City on Seneca  
Lake
38  Legal claims 
40  Used scissors
4 2  Type of boom
43 Turns out 
45  Greek letter
47  Ice-cream  
holder
48  Assumes 
51 Put down
5 5  P e r__(for each
day)
56  Pick a field?
57  Bashful
59  Th at’s enough!
63 Opera highlight
64  Carole King 
song
66 Fortitude
67 Explosive stuff
68 Tiger’s sponsor
69 Fewer
70 Descendant
71 PGA pegs
DOW N
1 Petri dish 
medium
2 Olympic sled
3 Work units
4 Henry James 
novel, with “The’’
5  Abstracted 
musing
6 Physicians’org.
7 Polka followers
8 Relaxing
9 Detroit player
10 Eureka!
11 Newton or 
Stern
12 Playful prank
13 Off. skill 
18 Trebek of
“Jeopardy”
24 Leatherneck’s 
org.
26 AAA advice
27 C leo’s river
28 Valhalla VIP
29 Requirement
3 0  Sightseeing 
excursions
34  Unhelpful reply
35  Grandson of 
Eve
3 6  Clinging plant
3 7  Suit toppers 
39  Dines
41 Heavy, dull 
sound
4 4  Attica and San  
Quentin .
4 6  Court ruling
49  Of a common 
cultural heritage
50 Unskilled laborer
51 Speak with long 
vowels
52 M acabre
53 Buckets
54 Iridescent gems 
58  Abominable 
snowman
60 Garfield’s dog
61 Do a fall chore
62  Looks over
65 To a n d __
SKuty
by
W IL L IA M
M O RTO N
©MMIII
mortco@mindspring. com #169
£
w Ha t 's  s o  
F A N c y  A B O U T  T H iS  
f e a s t ?
T„ f t t c U c
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The state of security surrounding the recent wave of fire alarms is 
reminiscent of the old fable “The Boy Who Cried Wolf." Rather than 
a little boy seeking attention, the misguided adolescent is replaced 
by an extra-sensitive alarm system. The wolf is the 
fire that no one sees. Hopefully, the wolf does 
not come, but because o f the consecutive false 
alarms, there may be a day that no one believes 
it. As a  result, someone getting hurt can actually 
be conceived.
Insomnia is the key word when it comes to 
the Village, where both students and freighters, 
not to  mention the staff and campus police, are 
painstakingly awoken by the piercing scream of 
an alarm. The Vfflage rooster does not discriminate;' 
whether it be the early steeper or late ta  bed 
student, residents fafi to the “crow.”  Sleep is lost, 
and everyone involved grows more and more 
cynical about “apartment-style living.’’ ■v
frying some bacon on the stove has now changed from cooking 
to fire hazard. When residents file out of their respected buildings, 
their discontent is focused an the firefighters who are also perturbed! 
about the situation. Ho one Is happy, and fingers are pointed at, 
attempting to find a scapegoat to  this overaB mess.
The efforts made by Residence Life to  rectify the situation fell 
attempted, but what remains is that the fire alarms are s fi going 
off. There wouldn’t be any surprise if a call for refunds on rentI
would occur. Regardless if this were to happen or not, the idee 
o f living better o ff in a brand new dorm has once again been 
Hndeied.
Banning cooking is as stupid-as banning toilet 
use in an apartm ent but Clove residents know 
that analogy is not far-fetched. But tha t’s a whole 
different story. Efforts have beettm ade to  lower 
the strength of'fire d iarm f io  eagh room. What’s:; 
worse is that the University d id  not even converse 
w ith the Little Falls po lice  departm ent about 
[safety regulations. |
It now seems as though students care paying 
for the lack of communication. The Fire Depart- 
ment. who happens to be comprised primarily of 
[vbjtorWeedidbb pays iv
The' continuous trips to' MSU' knowingSthat a  I 
false alarm fe imminent, does not help with the 
| potential joers from cranky and sleepy students 
who have to wake up far class in the morning. Volunteering now 
becomes a question when helping the community comes along 
with a heavy degree of hassle.
So where does the punishment stop? The situation is heavily 
dependent on the degree of time Residence Life takes to fully 
solve the problem.
For now, the Wolf will be cried over. And time after time, many 
students will believe the Wolf will be there.
¿¿In s o m n ia  is  t h e  k e y
WORD WHEN IT COMES
t o  t h e  V illa g e , w h e r e
BOTH STUDENTS AND 
FIREFIGHTERS.. .ARE 
AWOKEN BY THE SCREAM 
OF AN ALARM. $1$
T h e V o ic e  o f M o n tc la ir  S ta te  U n iv e rs ity
How do you feel about the 
new academic building?
“Sure, why not. Academics are 
what the University does best. 
Why not support it?”
G eorge M esias, 
communications, fourth ye a r
“It's a good thing but 
unfortunately I won’t be around 
long enough to benefit from 
it,”
M ike  Smagu/a, justice studies, 
fifth  ye a r
“I am not excited about it. I do 
not think it is that necessary for 
this campus.”
Kevin Dunphy, human ecology, 
th ird  ye a r
\
OO£
o
How do you 
fibl about
the constant«+-o fire alarms atcom mmm the Village?0)a3©-
L. J
Call 973-655-5241 or email 
MontOpinion@yahoo.com 
to respond._____________y
XÏT1 * f t-M :
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Viewpoint
Football Players 
In a ‘Haze ’
Waiting For 
The Bus...Again
i here recently was another case of high school football hazing taken too far. Three 
underclassmen feammates were 
sexually abused by older 
boys. This is just one of 
mancases that have been 
brought to the court's 
attention in recent years.
There’s no telling how many 
cases of harassment go 
unnoticed though, teen­
age boys surely have a 
hard time bringing a case 
such as this into the public 
eye. Not to mention how 
difficult it must be to inform 
their parents.
This most recent case took place 
at a summer football camp in the 
players' cabin. The upperclassmen 
restrained the younger players during 
the night and sodomized them with 
a broomstick, pine cones, and 
golf balls. They even went as 
far as turning the radio up high 
so nobody would 
hear the screams 
of agony. T h i s  
type of hazing isn't 
anything new. It's 
been going on 
forever; involving 
sexual abuse in 
some cases, and 
physical in others, 
while some cases 
involve both.
With such despi­
cable behavior on 
behalf of these 
certain players, locker rooms 
become torture chambers where no 
mercy is exhibited. The players that 
are able to think rationally enough 
and acknowledge that such brutal 
activities are wrong, are usually too 
scared to oppose the overall group's 
decision.
Success in football is based on 
unity, but it seems it ’s most vital 
characteristic can also work as a 
hindrance to safety.
The question that arises is why do 
these adolescent boys feel the need 
to force sexual and physical abuse 
upon their own? What it boils 
down to is most likely pent up aggres­
sion that leads to violent acts, or 
repressed homosexual desires.
Football players are no strangers 
to fathers who pound masculinity 
into their bones from an early age. 
The group showering, backside hand 
pats, and sweaty wrestling in the 
mud may be too much to handle for 
some repressed boys.
These high school monsters 
should hang out at some gay clubs 
or at least make friends with some 
homosexual students so that they 
can sort out their sexuality;Tssues 
immediately. Repressing the feelings 
just causes more discomfort and 
ultimately results in some horrible 
act.
Those which are the bearers of 
pent up aggression are just as dan­
gerous as the sexually repressed
ones. Both of these often go hand- 
in-hand as well. They sometimes feel 
by hurting a weaker person, they 
will prove to their teammates that 
they are indeed tough and 
manly. Violence can be 
held inside for long peri­
ods of time, due to inner 
demons of numerous kinds, 
resulting in an inevitable 
explosion on some inno­
cent bystander.
We shouldn't overlook 
the victims here. Being 
subject to the evil treat­
ment that they received is 
extremely traumatic and 
life-altering. I tip my hat to 
those players who are courageous 
enough to bring the truth to the 
forefront in search of justice.
Compassion is also sent out to 
those who can ’t bring themselves 
to speak about their unfortunate 
experiences. It's not easy to admit 
to being a victim of such an atrocify.
The entire school, 
faculty, and stu­
dent body is now 
going to be aware 
of the students’ 
terrible incident.
Students can 
be ruthless, and 
with ,.a sensitive 
issue such as this, 
cruel jokes are a 
possibility. This 
type of experi­
ence can easily 
result in distress for 
the family too. It's no simple task to 
weather a storm like this.
The players who are responsible 
for these sexual assaults are rapists. 
There’s no denying that. If they 
weren't in their teenage years where 
mistakes are often handled less 
severely, they would deserve to be 
castrated. Since they are relatively 
young, they should be punished by 
getting banned in all public schools
see "FOOTBALL" on P.19
It takes less than 15 minutes to walk between the Student Center and the Village.
It is very rare that I would even 
wait for a University shuttle.
It’s my belief that if it takes 
T5 minutes to walk and can 
take 25 minutes or more to 
wait and get to your stop, 
why bother?
But let's say that for 
some reason you don’t 
want to walk, and you 
don’t mind waiting.
According to the Uni­
versity shuttle bus schedule,
Clove Road buses will stop 
at each of their stops every 
20 minutes. First of ail, every 20 
minutes doesn’t cut it for a busy 
college student whose schedule is 
always changing. It would be helpful 
to know that a bus would be at the 
Lot 28 stop at ten past the hour, 30 
past the hour and 50 past the hour 
-  as approximately as possible. This 
is what had been 
implemented last 
year and I thought 
that it was 
extremely useful.
I don't expect 
that a bus will be 
at a specific stop 
at exactly 8:10 
a.m. but if it’s 8:15 
a.m., I would like to 
know that I have 
about 15 minutes 
until a bus is sup­
posed to be back 
at that stop. Thus, if I waited for 
a bus, I would be 20 minutes late 
for my class, while if I walk, I would 
have a better chance to make it 
on time.
With the use of the old bus sched­
ule system, students would not be so 
confused with why a bus is not going 
to their destination. A few weeks 
ago, I was waiting for a bus back to 
my apartment in the Village at the 
Blanton bus stop. If I had known how 
long it would have taken to wait for
that bus, I would have walked.
A shuttle pulled up to the bus 
stop, the driver informed me that 
he was not going to the Village, not 
a big deal. A second and 
third bus stops, and I am 
informed the same thing.
By this time, a crowd of 
people had formed wait­
ing for the Clove Road bus 
while only one person had 
got on the other buses. If 
I had known that it would 
have taken more than 20 
minutes to wait for the bus, 
without a doubt I would 
have walked instead of 
waiting.
To make matters even worse, 
when I had got to the bus stop in 
the first place, people had already 
been waiting for the same bus.
This had given me the assump­
tion that I only had a few minutes 
to wait. With a schedule that gives 
me more information than every 20 
minutes I wouldn’t 
have made this 
assumption.
I believe that 
changes made to 
the shuttle bus ser­
vice have been 
positive and I only 
see the possibilities 
of them getting 
better.
I just feel that 
additional infor­
mation would be 
the most helpful 
thing that we could ask for.
Tom Hoskinson, a computer science 
major, is in his first year as Produc­
tion Editor for The Montclarion.
6 6 T h e  QUESTION THAT 
ARISES IS WHY DO THESE 
ADOLESCENT BOYS FEEL 
THE NEED TO FORCE 
SEXUAL AND PHYSICAL 
ABUSE UPON 
THEIR OWN? 9 9 1
66 If  I HAD
KNOWN HOW LONG IT 
WOULD HAVE 
TAKEN TO WAIT 
FOR THAT BUS,
I WOULD
HAVE WALKED. 9 9
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‘‘Zionism" 
Response
I was very discouraged when 
I read a recent article in the Mont­
clarion by Dr. Hani Awadallah ("Zion­
ism Reigns Supreme") criticizing and 
vilifying Israel. Dr. Awadallah wrote 
about supposed “ Israeli aggression” 
toward Palestinians, stating that Israel 
is a violent state and that Palestin­
ians are merely attempting to live 
in peace.
While I am sure that Dr. Awadallah 
is an honorable man, the article 
nonetheless was filled with propa­
ganda and misinformation; and so, 
I’d like to present a more factual 
picture of the events occurring in the 
Middle East. Dr. Awadallah claimed 
that “Palestinian movements” have 
declared a ceasefire.
Firstly, these "movements” are 
such terrorist organizations as Hamas 
and Islamic Jihad which have per­
petrated countless acts of terrorism 
on innocent Israeli civilians and 
soldiers.
And they have not observed 
a cease-fire; on a weekly basis, 
the Israeli government apprehends 
Palestinians en route to murder Israeli 
men, women, and children in popu­
lated bus stations, shopping centers, 
and restaurants. While claiming to 
want peace, these "movements" 
continue to amass weapons in a
continuous effort to perpetrate vio­
lence.
If Palestinians really want peace, 
why does the Palestinian govern­
ment teach children that it is admi­
rable to commit suicide if it means 
killing Israelis in the process? At 
a US Senate hearing on Oct. 31, 
2003 in which Senator Hillary Clinton 
participated, video footage was 
shown of Palestinian classrooms full 
of children singing about wanting 
to kill Israelis and to kick them out 
of Jerusalem.
The Palestinian media, owned by 
the Palestinian Authority (PA), repeat­
edly televises false propaganda 
painting Israel as a vicious govern­
ment. Is this propaganda indicative 
of “wanting peace"?
The PA receives billions of dollars 
in financial aid from America. In an 
upcoming episode of 60 Minutes, 
CBS will reportedly discuss how Arafat 
has embezzled over $800 million 
originally intended for the Palestinian 
Authority. Arafat is denying his own 
people money that they need in 
order to enrich himself and perpetu­
ate the myth that Israel is oppressing 
the Palestinians.
There is a tremendous wave of 
moral equivalence going around 
which states that Israel's attempts to 
apprehend terrorists, and to defend 
itself against these butcherers, are 
as reprehensible as the terrorists 
who kill Israelis. There IS a differ­
ence, however: Palestinian terrorists
deliberately target innocent Israelis 
for murder, while the Israeli govern­
ment tries to minimize civilian casual­
ties.
When Israel seeks out terrorists, 
the terrorists often hide in civilian 
neighborhoods and use Palestinians 
as human shields when they open 
fire on the army, increasing the risk 
of Palestinian casualties. Israel has 
also documented that Palestinians 
have used ambulances to smuggle 
in weapons to terrorists. This is morally 
reprehensible and abhorrent.
Lastly, Dr. Awadallah criticized 
America for vetoing two U.N. reso­
lutions tha t censored Israel, but 
which ignored all of the human rights 
atrocities committed by Arafat and 
Palestinian terrorists. People tell Israel 
that all it must do to achieve peace 
with the Palestinians is to give them 
land. In 2000, former Israeli Prime Min­
ister Ehud Barak offered Arafat and 
the Palestinian people an unprec­
edented 95 percent of the West 
Bank and 100 percent of Gaza, and 
Arafat laughed in his face. Is it really 
only about land, or is it about a 
much deeper, unrelenting, hatred 
for Israel?
Shoval Gur-Arie
CAPS Extern
Clay Shouldn't 
Be Burned
Ahhh, Melissa, before you write 
a review on an album, please oh 
please, actually listen to it! Where 
does Montclair get these critics and 
what state of consciousness are they 
in when they write this stuff? Clay 
Aiken might have come in second on 
American idol but will take second to 
no one on the Billboard Charts.
Measure of a Man debuted at 
No. 1, selling over 613,000 copies 
during its first week in stores. This gives 
him the third-highest debut of fhe 
year. Not to mention that Clay still 
has the year's top selling single, 
"This is The Night, " which is included 
on the album. Therefore, there are 
11 completely new recordings and 
every one of them could have been 
released as singles-yes, they are that 
good.
Let’s take the song that Melissa 
calls "awful." “ I Will Carry You” 
is beautifully written. “ When your 
dreams give out I will carry you, carry 
you. When the stars go blind and the 
darkness starts to flood your eyes, 
when you’re falling behind, I will 
carry you.”
When coupled with Clay's 
extraordinary voice, the song is 
absolutely magnificent. Perhaps the 
best thing about this album is that it 
has Clay written all over it.
We watched him perform each 
week on American Idol and each 
week he took our breath away with 
ballad after ballad. Of course the 
album was going to have "the pres­
ence of the ballad", because that is 
what Clay is.all about.
He is no Justin Timberlake, he. is 
the caring, talented, likeable, com­
mitted, Clay Aiken.
All I can say is that there is no other 
person out there that is deserving 
of the applause Clay is receiving. 
He stands for what America wants 
to be.
So, get a grip on reality Melissa 
and do a little research before you 
decide to pan one of the best 
albums that has been produced in 
several decades. The only concern 
I have at the present moment is 
wondering which one will wear out 
first, my CD player or Clay’s CD!
Laura Maikisch
physical education Major
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STATISTIC OF THE WEEK: $891,400
The amount of money the highest paid university president, Shirley 
Ann Jackson o f Rensslaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy,NY) makes.
GUESS the amount MSU President Susan A. Cole makes?
YOUR TAX DOUARS AT WORK-
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From the Desk of the President
—
The Parking Manifesto
S■spectacle is haunting the ■campus- the spectacle of ■parking. Alt the powers of 
the campus, stuaents and faculty/ 
staff alike, have been entered info 
a holy chance to ' experience this 
spectacie^A^ ... . .1
Two thtngs result from 
this fact:
1 Parking is already 
acknowledged by all 
camuus powers fo be 
Itself a  spectacle. s
X  It is high jtfmfe -fhat 
parkers should openly,! 
jrrthe  fhe ^hplej
carnpuslj 
views, their airm , Ineir 
tendencies'' 'and meet- 
this nursery fate of the spectacle 
of parking with a manifesto of the
Jacob V. 
HUDNUT
SG A  President
walks of campus life should assem 
ble and sketch the solutions to 
the spectacle of parking, to be 
publisned and spoken
t. Parkers Unite: Parking is a 
faculty/staff and student concern!
Imagine the surprise o f students 
and faCuify/staff, last 
the first words o f general parking 
made its way through Ihe campus 
community. To many individuals 
the idea o f students and faculty/ 
staff sharing parking lots seemed i 
ridiculous. Nonetheless September 
came and with it 1he new park-ng 
system. One has to admit it ‘el* 
very unnatural to see faculty/staff, 
including associate deans, walking
to  or'from  the lots of ■purgatory’, or 
even ‘hell'. Actually, students who 
are extra lucky might have witnessed 
a member of the faculty/staff 0:1110 
ont&d shuttle bus and be left subject 
to  the- very wonders o f shuttle bus 
. j ' riding that studejjjj have 
■grow fiaccustom ed
However, 1hls current 
stale of aHairs may have 
created fhe most appro­
priate clim ate in which 
Parkers can solve the 
spectacle  o f parking-
The campus community 
is at a true loss whenever, 
in one place, a gro 1 p cf 
^ fa c u lty /s ta ff dnqu|§ the
L-------- /  concerns o f paiking as
- strictly a faculty/staff con­
cern andtin another place, students 
discuss parking strictly in terms of 
s'udenl needs Th-s *  shralificahon 
of the Parkers and it will only ensure 
the failure of any and all efforts to | 
end Ihe spectacle of parking. Thus, 
Biculty/sfaff and students must unite 
¡1$ Porkers.
¡9 Section I has made it c ie fl 
the solution to ttie parking spectaJ j l  
is a posilive union of faculty/staff and 
students. With that, the lone of the 
philosophy of the Parkers must be set. 
Let it be noted thal Ihe philosophy 
of the Parkers will not be insurgent or 
raw. Rather, the  philosophy o f the 
Parkers w ill be respectfu l o f the 
pdwef tha t comes from the trans­
formation of a grievance into an 
idea Subsequently those ideas will 
be forwarded tnrough appropriate 
channels of University management
Also, the philosophy of the% Park- 
e rf wsl recogprze the geographical 
[ restraint^ that haveeausCdci great ] 
deal o f the spectacle of parking. As 
|  ihe campus continues to  build new 
facilities, current surface parking lots 
w i be bu llion , further, creation of 
hew surface lots over undeveloped 
land will not be welcomed by Park- 
'ers as M w ill be proven unsound 
for >envifonmenfal and qua lity  o f ■ 
campus life interests. As a result, the 
Parkers will encourage the construc­
tion o f parking decks, but only if 
Is jR jS & fe& fM b, §hu$J 
open to the parkers of the -campus 
community.
Further, the Parkers w ! realize the 
effect that parking tots reasonaoly 
varied in location have on b e ^ H  
traffic patterns. This will be tru^ so far 
as during rush hours not all Parkers 
will be leaving tram the same area 
of campus at the same time
* »Within the Parkers, students W K
residents. With this, two points shall 
jib e  adopted. First, in respect 1o daily
needs of commuting students fo be 
□sequal as the needs of fa cu tty /s^H  
^Secondly, Parkers will understand 
the need for resident students to 
h have ovemigh* parking close to their 
residence hails on
Parkers will understand the power 
oftheshutlebus The geograohicai 
circumstance of the spectacle of 
parking leaves Parkers to understand 
that good and trouble tree parking 
w on't always mean close parkirg 
As a result the campus shuttle bus
systems must be efficient enough 
to  deliver Parkers from their park­
ing spaces fa the r destinations in 
reasonable lime ParKerswili lobby 
for Sorter, sh i/fle , bus "loops based ; 
Oh the ir avert benefits. Shorter 
shuttle bus, loops* rather than large
ensure !
m ore d ire c t service in term s o f 
destination- Also, such smaller loops 
'premise fess igaiting-.fime a t shuttle I 
bus stops.
III. The Mission of the Parkers
In short, Parkers will disdain to 
conceal these views and aims. They 
will openly declare that these needs 
can be attained on$rthrough said 
philosophy of unification and gen- 
;%dfioh ofseluiiohsf^thespectacie 
of parking. Parkeiy'haye nothing | 
to  lose buf long walks to their cars. 
There are parking soaces tow » .
THE CAMPUS, UNITE'
.  ftS S O ç
Sincerely,
Jacob V. Hudnut
V  A /£
'BA DNEW S,SiR. M 0f?e SÌ6MS o f MPÏSoR SUCCÇSS RePoRTBD ÌKI TVÌ0 NoRTH, 
iNCiDeMTS oF "SUBSTANTIAL PROGReSS"ALL ACROSS BAGHDAD, AND "STEADY 
\N\PROVeMeNlS" ERUPTiNG FROM HG Re T O T iK R iT T
Football
Continued from p.17
and should be forced to pay all 
medical and psychiatric bills for 
the victims. They should also be 
blacklisted like New Jersey sexual 
offenders are. The victims have to 
live with the experience for the rest 
of their lives, so the offenders should 
have to live with something negative 
as well. It is only right that society 
looks down upon them.
When will people realize that 
hazing, which includes beatings and 
rape, is wrong in all aspects? There's 
no place for it in football or any other 
activity, athletic or otherwise. It’s 
not a rite of passage and It shouldn’t 
be tolerated.
Joe Rathgeber, an English major, 
is in his first year as a 
columnist for The Montclarion.
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child care wanted
Babysitting 10-20 FLEXIBLE hours/ 
week in South Orange $12/hr. Our 
active 18 month old needs a respon­
sible playmate. Days and some eve­
nings. Upperclassman and graduates 
please. Call Pori: 516-286-6123
Enthusiastic student sought to care 
for 7 year old. Assist with home­
work. 3 days/week 3:45 - 6:45 
p.m. German/Piano a PLUS. Ref­
erences  and C ar required. Cal! 
973-715-7865.____________________
Montclair family seeks afterschool 
babysitter for out two children, ages 10 
and 7. W e need someone Mondays, 
Tuesdays, and Fridays from 3:30 - 
6:30; will pay $10/hour. Must have 
references and be very reliable. 
Please call Nancv at 973-746-3903.
Mother seeking help in her home 
with three young children on week­
day afternoons I  evenings. Flexible 
days/hours to w ork around your 
schedule. Please call Jennifer at 
201-444-9441_____________________
Fun-loving, experienced babysitter 
for 2 girls 9 & 5 tasks: school pick up, 
homework, light cooking, housework 
3-4 days 3-6 p.m.__________________
Babysitter needed two or three week­
day mornings for adorable baby girl 
toddler, just minutes from campus. 
Must play, read books and initiate activ­
ities. Experience with babies, refer- 
ences required. Call 973-256-0882.
Mom going back to work help needed 
from 3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Monday - 
Thursday. Responsibilities include 
driving 4 kids to activities, helping with 
homework and bedtime preparation. 
Good pay nice family. If interested, 
please call Lisa at 973-379-2058.
help wanted
SPRING BREAK Free Food, parties 
& drinks! O ur students seen on 
C B S ’ 48  hours! Low est prices! 
breakerstravel.com 800-985-6789
Up-scale, popular, gourmet restau­
rant in Montclair seeks part-tim e
and full-time waiters. Day and night 
shifts available. Friendly, relaxed 
work atmosphere , great pay. Call 
Manager at 973-509-2266._________
Female vocalist needed to complete 
original/cover blues/rock band. 30 
Original songs/lyrics. Record demo/ 
play gigs A.S.A.P. Looking for range, 
commitment/ stage presence. Bill 
973-627-8786.___________________ '
Are you motivated and driven to make 
$$$? Local Thomas Kinkade Gallery 
needs confident self-starter for a 
part-time sales position. $8-10 hourly 
plus commission. Contact Melissa for 
more details 973-745-7007, located at 
599 Valiev Road in Upper Montclair.
for rent
Roommate wanted to share a town- 
house in Inwood at G reat Notch. 
Close to campus. Non-smoker pre­
ferred. Reasonably priced. Call John 
973-865-2910
loin the Montclarion!
We are looking for 
people interested i n .
Writing
Editing
Graphic Design 
Photography
In the following sections..
News
Feature
Arts and Entertainment 
Opinion 
Sports
Call us at 973-655-4251 sr 
email MeME4itorlnCliief@yaliM.coin
You w i l l  face  many ch a llen g es  
te a c h in g  your c la s s  to  read* 
Assuming you overcome th e  challenge 
— o r i io r f i lv ln g
f
PEACE CORPS
Hcr.v fu r  aunt you. H i l l in g  its  go t o  najcc a tLLfi'ercKte?
vryw. p e a s s c o rg a . g o v  » 1 -800-424-8580
Monmouth University Graduate Scholars Program
A Head Start
access
■ PAMSZABO 
- Candidate, 
ks.Ed.
■  RAKESH NAN DISH 
fA S . in Computer Science
You’re proud of the academic achievement you attained while earning your undergraduate degree.
We are too. At Monmouth University, we established the Graduate Scholars Program to acknowledge that achievement. 
Take the first step toward a graduate degree from Monmouth University.
Give your career a head start in knowledge, position, and income.
• Go directly to graduate school and receive a 
scholarship based on achievement in your 
undergraduate degree program.
• Learn from faculty with both academic and 
professional accomplishments.
• Get a  ‘‘hands-on” learning experience.
• Utilize our convenient class schedule.
• Earn a graduate degree in:
Business Administration, Communication, 
Computer Science, Criminal Justice, Education, 
History, Liberal Arts, Nursing, Psychological 
Counseling, Social Work, or Software Engineering.
M O N M O U T H
U N I V E R S I T Y
West Long Branch, New Jersey 
. 800-693-7372 
www.monmouth.edu
” ilh all maior federal and slate laws and executive orders reauirine eaual emnlovment oonortunitv and/or affirmative action
m
E C T  I O N
N WORDSN HI
R  RESTRICTED ________UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
_______  PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN
S TR O N G  L A N G U A G E  A N D  IM A G E S  
O F  D R U G S , V IO L E N C E  A N D  SEX 
For rating reasons, go to  www.filmratings.com
Tupac-Resurrection.com 2PacLegacy.com
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The Sports Guy
Who Are The NFL’s Best Teams?
November 13,2003
I pori/ Trivio
Question: Who is the only 
player in NBA history to aver­
age a triple-double for a 
season?
Answer to last week’s ques­
tion: Tiki Barber is the Giants 
all-time leader in all purpose 
yards.
{rapi
»pori/ Trivio
MSU’s Top Ten List
Top Ten Fall Sports Athletes
The Sports Guy is bringing drama 
like you spit on his mamma. Lucky 
for the MSU athletes, he's won’t be 
talking about them this time. This 
week, The Sports Guy will tell you who 
is the best team in the NFL so far this 
season.
We start off with the Jets and 
Giants. Aren’t teams supposed to get 
better? How is it that the Jets have 
only three wins, and the Giants have 
four? Must be that New York fever 
starting to catch up to them. At least 
the Jets didn’t lose 
to the Vickless, one 
win Falcons, in fact 
they just beat the 
Raiders, who are 
also sucking it up, 
like a leaf blower in 
reverse.
Looking at the 
AFC The Sports Guy 
sees a few  good 
teams. First you 
have the Ravens, 
oh wait they just lost 
to the Rams, never 
mind they still suck.
It's no big deal that 
they are their divi­
sion leaders and will 
probably make the 
playoffs. Even the Red Hawks could 
make the playoffs with the Bengals, 
Browns and Steelers in their division. So 
lets forget the AFC North this season.
Next up we 'have the AFC north 
where the Patriots look to have this 
division locked up like Suge Knight at 
your local jailhouse. But they have 
a big game coming up against the 
surprise 7 -2  Cowboys. This is a game 
that should separate the pretenders 
from the contenders.
Speaking of big games, the Ten­
nessee Titans just won one against 
the now 5 - 4  Dolphins. That Titans 
team killed the Dolphins team that all 
of sudden isn’t that good, kind of like 
the Giants. The Titans were clicking 
on all fronts, and are one of the best 
teams in the NFL.
But the biggest story so far this 
year is the undefeated Chiefs. They 
have started out this season with a
By Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
The playoffs for intramural vol­
leyball began this week. In round 
one of the Co-ed playoffs, Goggins 
9, from the Wilson division, advanced 
only to be quickly dismissed by 
the undefeated Those Guys. Wiseh- 
eimers defeated SGA Old School, 
and now will m atch their 12-win 
season against Those Guys. Flame- 
hawks will take on The Bears in the 
other semifinal match.
In the M en ’s playoffs, Los Locos 
won the independent C ham pion­
ship by beating  Jakoffasaurs and  
Silent Assassins. All th ree  team s  
w ere  very even ly  m a tc h e d , an d  
now Los Locos will m ove on to face  
the Fraternity champions Pike.
In other intramural news. 
Campus Rec, and the International 
Student Organization held the first 
annual intramural outdoor soccer 
to u rn am en t a t  S prague Field on
9 - 0  record behind Priest Holmes 
having a MVP-like season, with 14 
TDs. The Sports Guy doesn' t see this 
team losing anytime soon, until they 
meet the Titans in the playoffs where 
they will meet their makers.
In the NFC, The Sports Guy 
says it ’s about as w ide open as 
Madonna. The Cowboys are 7 -  
2 but don’t be fooled as the Boys 
have yet to beat any team with a 
decent playoff chance this year. The 
Sports Guy says they fold about as 
quickly as one 
ply toilet paper. 
The Cowboys 
are going no 
where.
T h e  
Vikings looked 
to be the NFC's 
best, going 
against the last 
place Char­
gers. On paper, 
this match 
looked to be 
a foregone 
c o n c l u s i o n .  
That, my little 
sportlings, is 
why they play 
the games. 
That’s right, the one win chargers 
and, 41-year-old, Doug Flutie in his 
first start since Jesus was in high 
school, beat the Vikings and made 
it look easy. Suddenly Minnesota is 
just another team.
This leaves the 7 -  2 Carolina 
Panthers, who just beat the Bucs, as 
the NFCs best team, The Panthers, 
who haven’t been this good in years, 
are suddenly primed to take the 
NFC crown, only to lose to the Titans 
in the Superbowl.
You heard it here first, mark it 
down, and remember what The 
Sports Guy has told you. The Sports 
Guy is king, don’t even bother to try 
and disagree. Leave it alone, do 
not throw rocks at The Sports Guy’s 
throne. If The Sports Guy d idn ’t 
mention your team, too bad so sad, 
they didn't make the cut. Till next 
time, this is The Sports Guy.
Sunday Nov. 2. The tournament 
faced off six teams of staff and stu­
dents. The ISO and Hellenic Student 
Organization failed to make the 
semis after six pool play matches.
In the semis, Pike, after having 
to play two matches in a  row, was 
blown out by the Breakers Sporting 
C lub 6 - 0 .  In the second semi, 
Sham boku United e a s e d  by the  
X-Jocks 4 - 1 .  Setting the final m atch  
up of the Breakers against Sham­
boku United (NASO). C learly the  
m atch  up of the to p  tw o team s, 
Shamboku d e fe a te d  the Breakers 
4 - 2 .  Patrick Rondino was nam ed  
tournament MVP scoring three goals 
in the final gam e. Shamboku cel­
e b ra te d  the first O utdoor Soccer 
Cham pionship with a  victory lap. 
Keith Fonseca said, “It was a  great 
d ay  for soccer, and  MSU intramu- 
rals."
By Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
10. Eugene Vick (Football): Vick 
is averaging 100 yards per game on 
the ground, giving MSU the second 
best rushing offense in the confer­
ence. His four TDs this season, along 
with averaging 4.6 yards per carry, 
have been key to the Red Hawks 
seven game winning streak.
9. Susan Hinds (Women’s 
Soccer): Hinds led the NJAC in shut- 
outs.-with eight, and had the best 
goals against average in the con­
ference with a .67. Her 52 saves 
this season wasn't good enough to 
crack the top five, but Hinds was a 
key component to one of the top 
defenses in the conference.
8. Ray Meyer (Football): Meyer 
is one of only three seniors on this 
year’s football team. He leads his 
team in sacks, and tackles, and is 
the leader of MSU's second ranked 
defense. Meyer looks to have 
another all conference selection this 
season.
7. Ryan f  The Kid” Morgan 
(Men’s Soccer): Morgan led the 
team with ten goals this season, and 
was third in the conference. The 
freshman may be the fastest man at 
MSU, and is a lock for all conference 
honors this season.
6. Sean “Mr. Everything” Horan 
(Men's Soccer): Horan led his team  
in^points and  assists this year. He 
had a  MVP-like year in a  season that 
MSU won 15 games. Horan also led 
the team  with four g am e  winning 
goals.
5. Steph Sabaliauskas (Wom­
en’s Soccer): The Junior has put 
together a  rem arkable season. 
Leading her te a m  in points, an d
goals, she was a major reason why 
the team won 14 games this season. 
Sabaliauskas led the conference 
with six game winning goals.
4. Jasper Hanking (Football): 
This junior receiver has scored nine 
touchdowns this year. He leads 
the conference in receiving touch­
downs, yards, yards per game, and 
is second in receptions per game. 
His nine touchdowns are the most for 
any player in the conference either 
on the ground, or through the air.
3. John Digirolamo (Football): 
The second year QB has been the 
on field general for this year’s 7 -  
1 Red Hawk football team. He is 
averaging 180 yards per game, and 
has thrown 18 touchdowns to lead 
the conference. The Red Hawks 
have the second ranked passing 
attack in the NJAC, and Digirolamo 
has 118.2-quarterback efficiency 
rating with 1,445 passing yards.
2. Sarah “The Tiny Terror” Levine 
(Field Hockey): Levine has been 
a menace to all opposing teams. 
Making up one half of the best one 
-  two punches in MSU fall sports this 
season, Levine had 14 goals, seven 
assists, and four game winning goals 
this season. She appeared in SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED for her natural hat trick 
in a victory over TCNJ in double OT 
earlier this season. “The Tiny Terror" is 
also all over MSU’s record books.
1. Megan “The Fastest Woman 
on Turf” Ulicny (Field Hockey): Ulicny 
led the Field Hockey team  in points, 
assists, and goals this season. Her 49 
points this season was tops amongst 
all players in the NJAC, as well as 
her points per gam e total. This MVP 
was nam ed  the NJAC's Midfielder 
of the year.
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s t a n d i n g s
Through 11/12/03
Men’s Soccer
NJAC Overall
Richard Stockton 
MSU 
Rowan 
Ramapo 
Kean 
NJCU
TCNJ
William Paterson 
Rutgers-Newark
Women’s Soccer
NJAC Overall
Field Hockey
NJAC Overall
Rowan
MSU
TCNJ
Kean
William PatÉponJ 
Richard Stockton
4-1
> « •
3-2
»a
1-4
13- 3 
15-4 
15-2 
15-4
14- 4 
6-12
Football
NJAC Overall
MSU
TCNJ
Rowan ^
SUNY Cortland
i/ S. 3Kean f
William Paterson
7-1-1 13-7-2 
5-1-3 14-3-4 
| J - 0  18-5-0 
12-3-3 
4 p 2  10-7-4 
12- 6-2 
£-4¡2 10-6-4 
3-4-2 5-11-2 
1-6-2 3-12-2 
0-9-0 6-12-0
MSU 7-1-1 14-5-1
TCNJ 7-2-0 15-4-0
Richard Sockton 
Rutgers-Camderv||
I S * 1
ï l r *
1
14-4-1
13-4-3
Rowan 14-5-1
Kean i 4-4-1 7-10-3
William PatetDn— i 4-4-1 9-7-1
Rutgers-Newark 2-7-0 8-10-0
Ramapo 1-7-1 7-10-2
NJCU 0-9-0 1-13-1
V o lle y b a ll
NJAC Overall '
Rutgers-Newark 6-0 20-6
Richard Stockton 6-0 16-9
Rowan
Wiliam Paterson *  - *1  
Kean f i l l
13-7
14-10
10-14
NJCU 2-4: 10-13
MSU 2-5 7-25
Ramapo 0-5 6-17 r
Rutgers-Camden 0-5 2-14
T h i s  W e e k ' s
lied Hawk
A cti on
Football
S a tu rd a y  1 1 /1 5  
A w a y  vs . R o w a n  
@ 1 p .m .
Field Hockey
S a tu rd a y  1 0 /1 5  
A w a y  vs . M id d le b u ry  C o lle g e  
@ 1 0  a m
Men’s Soccer
S a tu rd a y  1 1 /1 5  
H o m e  vs . N JC U  
T B A
Women’s Soccer
S a tu rd a y  1 1 /1 5  
H o m e  vs . R ic h a rd  S to c k to n  
@ 1 :0 0  pm
R e s u l t s
Football
1111 -M S U 34, TCNJ31 (OT)
Men’s Soccer 
1116-MSU 1, Rowan 4 
11112 - MSU 3, Manhattanville 3 (4 -2 PK)
Field Hockey 
1114 - MSU 1, Rowan 3 
11/12- MSU 7, New England Coll. 1
Women’s Soccer
10/31 - MSU 0, Richard Stockton 0 (20T) 
11/7 - MSU 0, Richard Stockton 1
Women’s Volleyball 
11/4 - MSU 0, Rowan 3
nnn
h o
Junior
Hometown: Union, NJ 
Hankins caught the game winning TD  in OT  
against TCNJ. He had three scores, and 94 yards.
n o r a b I e m e n t i o n
Jen Soss 
Freshman
Hometown: Hamilton, NJ
Jen had one goal and one assist in 7 -1  
blowout over New England College.
John Digirolamo 
Sophomore
H om etow n- M nrrie Dlainc M l
John completed 12 passes for 236  yards and 
five touchdowns in win over TCNJ.
Ray Meyer 
a Senior
-a Hometown: Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
O
o Ray recorded ten tackles and 2 .5  sacks in vic- 
“■ tory over TCNJ.
CAMPUS REC
EMAIL THE SPORTS 
GUY WITH YOUR 
QUESTIONS AT 
SPORTSGUYMSU@ 
YAHOO.COM
r  VOLLEYBALL
MACGREGOR
WIN LOSS FORFEIT
SILENT ASSASINS 12 3 0
LOSLOCOS 11 4 0
JAKOFFASAURS 9 6 0
PIKE 5 13 0
DELTA CHI 2 13 3
SPALDING WIN LOSS FORFEIT
THOSE GUYS 15 0 0
WISENHEIMERS 12 3 0
TOP OF THE HILL 4 h 1
SGA OLD SCHOOL 4 11 3
IN T 2  REC TEAM 3 12 2
WILSON
WIN LOSS FORFEIT
FLAME HAWKS 12 3 0
THE BEARS 10 5 0
W ILLIAMS HALL 34 10 s 0
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 2 13 0
GOGGINS9 2 13 0
L
COME AND JOIN 
THE FUN AT THE 
MONTCLARION.
IF YOU WOULD 
LIKE TO WRITE 
FOR THE SPORTS 
SECTION, EMAIL
MONTSPOKT»rAHCX).COM,
OR CALL 
EXTENSION 5241 
AND ASK FOR 
JOSE.
“The Sports G uy”
See Page 22
Voi. 83; . No. IO
>red haw k-rts A nsw er to  last w eek’s question o f the w eek  See Page 22
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Soccer Teams C
Tournaments, Field Hockey 
Advances to Second Round
w rllvld rfc l C IO /1  rft M UN K .LA K IU N
The look tells the story for the women’s soccer team as they 
fell in the championship round of the NJAC tournament to 
TCNJ 1 -0. i M k
By Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
A loss to Richard Stockton 
followed by another defeat 
a t fhe hands of Rowan in the 
NJÀC playoffs dashed the  
m en’s soccer teams hopes 
of a  Division ill (D III) National 
Championship.
In fact, the loss eliminated 
th em  from  a  Dill n a tio n a l 
p layo ff berth , co m p le te ly . 
The team  however received  
the  num ber three seed  in 
the ECAC Division III Metro  
tournament.
. On Wednesday the 12th- 
MSU d e fe a te d  M anhattan - 
viile and  a d v a n c e d  to  thé; 
next round of th e  tournas  
ment. With the g am e tied 3 
-  3 after 110 minutes played, 
th e  contest was d e c id e d  
by a  shootout w on by the  
Red Hawks 4 - 2 .  The Red 
Hawks will take on NJCU on 
Saturday in the conference  
semis.
The w o m e n ’s soccer  
te a m  b a ttle d  Stockton to 
a  tie on Halloween, and  
earned their first ever regu­
lar season NJAC title. After 
ad van c in g  past Rowan in 
th e  semis, the  Red Hawks 
m et their makers as TCNJ 
avenged the Oct. 25 loss to 
MSU. TCNJ shutout the Red 
Hawks 1 -  0, and eliminated 
the girls from the tournament, 
an d  from the Dill national 
playoffs.
The w o m en 's  soccer 
team-, after receiving the top  
seed in the M etro  tourna­
ment, b ea t the No. 4  team  
Centenary 1 -  0, in the semi 
finals. The cham pionsh ip  
g a m e  will c o m e  a t  hom e  
against Stockton on the 15th. 
MSU has been to the cham -
ptonship gam e the past four 
years. They won in 2000, but 
finished as the runners up the 
past three seasons.
The football team , 
although not .in the playoffs 
yet, look to  b e  a  lock for 
a  c o n fe re n c e  c h a m p io n ­
ship need ing  only one win 
at Rowan on Saturday. The 
te a m  has m a d e  the Dill 
to p  25 list for the first tim e  
this season, a n d  just w on  
their seventh straight gam e  
against TCNJ on Nov. 1. The 
te a m  th a t lost its open ing  
gam e this season looks good  
to  m ake it d e e p  into the divi­
sion three playoffs.
The w om en’s field 
hockey team  is the only MSU 
team  currently in the Division 
national playoffs. After stum­
bling to their first back to back  
losses to end the season, the 
Red Hawks opened the first 
round of the playoffs with  
a  blowout victory over New  
England College a t Sprague 
Field 7 -  1. Although this is 
their first time ever in the Dill 
playoffs, they have  a  very 
good chance  of advancing. 
They boast the best one, two 
punch in the conference in 
Sarah Levine a n d  M e g a n  
Ulicny, m idfielder of the  
year, and C oach Beth 0  
Gottung was given 
coach  of the 
year honors. J B H  
Next up 
for the  
R e d
Hawks, they go  on the  
road to Middlebury Col­
le g e  in V erm ont. We 
can  only hope that they will 
com e back  victorious.
H |
i m
MSU's Sean Horan (right) goes up for a free ball against 
Manhattanville in a win of the first round of the ECAC
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